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PRU¨FER ALGEBRAIC SPACES
MICHAEL TEMKIN, ILYA TYOMKIN
Abstract. This is the first in a series of two papers concerned with relative
birational geometry of algebraic spaces. In this paper, we study Pru¨fer spaces
and Pru¨fer pairs of algebraic spaces that generalize spectra of Pru¨fer rings.
As a particular case of Pru¨fer spaces we introduce valuation algebraic spaces,
and use them to establish valuative criteria of separatedness and properness
that sharpen the standard criteria. In a sequel paper, we introduce a version
of Riemann-Zariski spaces, and prove Nagata’s compactification theorem for
algebraic spaces.
1. Introduction
This is the first in a series of two papers devoted to the study of relative birational
geometry, Riemann-Zariski spaces (RZ spaces), and Nagata’s compactification the-
orem for algebraic spaces. We generalize the ideas and methods of [Tem11] to the
category of algebraic spaces, and hope that similar techniques will apply to repre-
sentable morphisms of stacks, and may also be useful for studying non-representable
morphisms. Our current aim is to sharpen the methods in the relatively simple con-
text of algebraic spaces.
Valuation rings and their spectra, that we call valuation schemes, play an im-
portant role in the theory of RZ spaces in general, and in [Tem11] in particular.
One reason for this is that valuation schemes are atomic objects for the topology of
modifications of integral schemes, namely valuation schemes are precisely the inte-
gral local schemes that do not possess non-trivial modifications. In the category of
algebraic spaces one often passes to e´tale covers, hence it is more natural to work
with semi-local analogs of valuation schemes, or more generally with Pru¨fer spaces.
In the current paper we introduce Pru¨fer algebraic spaces and pairs, and study
their basic properties. As an application of the theory we prove refined valuative
criteria of separatedness and properness for algebraic spaces. The results of this
paper play an important role in our sequel paper, in which we introduce a version
of Riemann-Zariski spaces for morphisms of algebraic spaces and give a new proof
of Nagata’s compactification theorem for algebraic spaces. Since the class of Pru¨fer
spaces seems to be interesting on its own, we devote the entire paper to it, and go
far beyond what we need in [TT13b].
Recall that an integral domain is called Pru¨fer if and only if any of its localiza-
tions with respect to a prime ideal is a valuation ring. Many equivalent algebraic
descriptions of Pru¨fer domains can be found in the literature, e.g., 14 such condi-
tions are listed in [Bou72, Ch. VII, §2, Exercise 12]. Geometrically, Pru¨fer domains
are precisely the domains whose spectra admit no non-trivial modifications. This
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point of view allows one to define the notion of Pru¨ferness in the context of algebraic
spaces, and even stacks. Furthermore, since in birational geometry one often stud-
ies modifications preserving a certain subset, it is natural to introduce the notion
of Pru¨fer pair to be a pair U ⊂ X satisfying certain technical assumptions and such
that X admits no non-trivial U -modifications. In the affine case, this geometric
definition is equivalent to the notion of R-Pru¨fer ring (cf. [KZ02]).
Our study of Pru¨fer pairs involves a generalization of the class of open immer-
sions, which we call pro-open immersions. These are morphisms i : U → X such
that any morphism f : Y → X with f(Y ) ⊆ i(U) factors uniquely through i. The
particular case of quasi-compact pro-open immersions of schemes was studied by
Raynaud, and the general case is developed in the first part of the current paper.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the study of basic properties of Pru¨fer
spaces and pairs. The main results here are Theorem 4.1.11 and Corollary 4.1.15
giving several equivalent characterizations of Pru¨fer pairs and spaces, and Proposi-
tion 4.1.6 asserting that separated Pru¨fer algebraic spaces are necessarily schemes.
Moreover, separated semi-local Pru¨fer algebraic spaces are affine.
Finally, in the last part of the paper we define valuative spaces to be Pru¨fer
spaces with a unique closed point, and use the developed theory to prove the refined
versions of valuative criteria of separatedness and properness for algebraic spaces
using only Zariski valuative diagrams, i.e., diagrams in which the generic point of
the valuative space is a Zariski point of the algebraic space (Propositions 5.2.6 and
5.2.9 and Theorem 5.2.14).
1.1. The structure of the paper. In Section 2, we recall basic facts about alge-
braic spaces, and approximation theory.
In Section 3, we define the pro-open immersions via the functors of points, and
characterize them in Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.5 up to a minor restriction as those flat
monomorphisms that induce topological embeddings of the underlying topological
spaces. In addition, we describe in §3.5 pro-open immersions of finite type. Finally,
we establish approximation theory for pro-open immersions, but since it is not used
in the paper, this is done in the appendix.
In Section 4, we introduce Pru¨fer algebraic spaces and pairs. Theorem 4.1.11
and Corollary 4.1.15 provide 8 equivalent descriptions of Pru¨fer pairs and spaces.
In particular, we show that for an integral qcqs algebraic space X , the following are
equivalent: (a) X is Pru¨fer, (b) X does not admit non-trivial blow ups, (c) some,
and hence any, affine presentation of X is the spectrum of a Pru¨fer ring.
Finally, we study valuation algebraic spaces in Section 5. We show that if a
valuation space X is separated then it is the spectrum of a valuation ring, and give
various examples of non-separated (hence non-schematic) valuation spaces. In §5.2,
we establish a Zariski-local valuative criterion of universal closedness, in which one
does not extend the fraction field of the valuation. Note that in order to achieve
Zariski-locality it is necessary to deal with all valuation algebraic spaces, including
the non-separated ones. Finally, we prove a stronger criterion of separatedness
(Propositions 5.2.6) and properness (Theorem 5.2.14). The latter is an analog of
[Tem11, Proposition 3.2.3], and this is the criterion we use in [TT13b].
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Algebraic spaces. We work only with quasi-separated algebraic spaces. Basic
references to algebraic spaces are [Knu71] and [Sta]. The underlying topological
space of an algebraic space X will often be denoted by |X |. We say that X is local
if |X | is quasi-compact and has a unique closed point.
2.1.1. Presentations. If not said to the contrary, a presentation of an algebraic
space X means an e´tale presentation, i.e., a surjective e´tale morphism X0 → X
whose source is a scheme. If X0 is affine then we say that the presentation is affine.
Giving a presentation is equivalent to giving an e´tale equivalence relation X1 ⇒ X0
with an isomorphism X0/X1→˜X , so the latter will often be used to refer to the
presentation. If X is qcqs then we automatically consider only its quasi-compact
presentations, so the word quasi-compact will usually be omitted.
2.1.2. Zariski points. An algebraic space η is a point if any monomorphism to η is
an isomorphism. It is well known that any point is the spectrum of a field. A point
of an algebraic space X is a morphism f : η → X from a point. If f : Spec(K)→ X
is a monomorphism then we say that f is a Zariski point and call k(η) := K the
residue field of η. The underlying topological space |X | of an algebraic space X is
the set of isomorphism classes of Zariski points provided with a suitable topology,
see [Knu71, Ch. 2, §6]. We will often use the following two facts [Knu71, Ch. 2,
Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 6.4]: (1) any point f : η → X factors uniquely through
a Zariski point η0 → X , and (2) any point of an algebraic space X factors through
some e´tale presentation X ′ → X .
2.1.3. Schematic image and dominance. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of algebraic
spaces. Recall that the scheme-theoretic image, or schematic image, Im(f) of the
morphism f is the minimal closed subspace X ′ →֒ X through which f factors. It
always exists by [Sta, Tag:082X]. Note that even for morphisms of schemes, this
fact in such generality is missing in [GD71, §6.10]. If Im(f) = X then we say
that f is schematically dominant. The following lemma about the transitivity of
the schematic image generalizes [GD71, Proposition 6.10.3] to the case of algebraic
spaces. The proof is identical to [GD71, Proposition 6.10.3], hence we omit it.
Lemma 2.1.4. Let g : Z → Y and f : Y → X be morphisms of algebraic spaces.
Set Y ′ := Im(g), and let f ′ : Y ′ → X be the restriction of f to Y ′. Then Im(f ′) =
Im(f ◦ g). In particular, if g is schematically dominant then Im(f) = Im(f ◦ g),
and hence f is schematically dominant if and only if so is f ◦ g.
In general, as explained in [Sta, Tag:01QW and Tag:01R6], schematic images
may behave wildly. However, if f is quasi-compact, as will always be the case in
this paper, then the ideal If = Ker(OX → f∗OY ) is quasi-coherent, and Im(f) is
just the closed subspace corresponding to If , moreover, taking the schematic image
commutes with e´tale base changes, see [Sta, Tag:082Z].
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Lemma 2.1.5. Let X be a scheme, x ∈ X a point, Ix ⊂ OX,x an ideal, and Zx the
scheme defined by Ix. Let f : Zx → X be the natural morphism, Z its schematic
image, and J ⊂ OX the ideal of Z. Then (1) Ix is the stalk of J at x, (2) the
support of Z is the closure of |Zx| ⊂ |X |, and (3) if Ix is of finite type then there
exists a direct system of ideals of finite type Iα such that colimIα = J and the stalk
of Iα at x is Ix for any α.
Proof. (1) Since taking the schematic image commutes with e´tale base changes, we
may assume that X = SpecA. Since f is quasi-compact, J is the sheaf associated
to the kernel of A → OX,x/Ix, i.e., to the preimage of Ix in A under the map
A→ OX,x. Clearly, its stalk at x is Ix.
(2) It suffices to show that the support of Z is contained in the closure of |Zx|
in |X |. Let U ⊂ X be the complement of the closure of |Zx|. Then U ×X Z is the
schematic image of U ×X Zx = ∅. Hence U ∩ Z = ∅.
(3) The ideal J is the direct limit of subideals Jα of finite type. If we find a
subideal I ⊆ J of finite type such that Ix = Ix then the direct system Iα := Jα+I
satisfies the assertion. To construct I, we extend Ix to an ideal of finite type on
an open affine neighborhood of x, and by [GD71, Theorem 6.9.7], this extension
extends to an ideal I ⊂ OX of finite type. Notice that I ⊆ J since J is the kernel
of OX → f∗ (OX,x/Ix). 
Lemma 2.1.6. If f : Y → X is quasi-compact and schematically dominant then
so is any of its flat base changes.
Proof. If f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ is the base change with respect to a flat morphism g : X ′ → X
then f ′∗OY ′ = g
∗f∗OY , and hence If ′ = IfOX′ . 
Let X be a quasi-compact algebraic space and U →֒ X an open subspace. We
say that U is schematically dense in X if for any e´tale morphism f : V → X the
morphism f−1(U) → V is schematically dominant [Sta, Tag:0834]. Note that by
Lemma 2.1.6, if U → X is quasi-compact then U is schematically dense in X if and
only if U → X is schematically dominant.
2.1.7. Limits and pushouts. We say that a pushout (resp. a limit, resp. a colimit,
etc.) exists in a category C if it is representable by an object X of C. In such case,
we will freely say that X is the pushout (resp. the limit, the colimit, etc.) although,
strictly speaking, it is defined only up to a unique isomorphism.
2.1.8. Approximation. All algebraic spaces in this section are assumed to be qcqs.
Throughout the paper we will use various results of what we call approximation
theory, that studies filtered limits of geometric objects with affine transition mor-
phisms. The most complete and updated form of this theory can be found in
[Ryd15], as well as the history of the subject and references to other sources. Let
us recall briefly the main results for algebraic spaces. Classical approximation stud-
ies filtered projective families of spaces {Xα} with affine transition morphisms. It
was developed for schemes in [Gro67, IV3, §8], and the case of general spaces (and
even stacks) follows rather easily, see [Ryd15, Appendix B]. In particular: (a) there
exists a limit X = limαXα, |X |→˜ limα |Xα|, and the projections X → Xα are
affine, (b) the category FP/X of finitely presented X-spaces is naturally equivalent
to the 2-categorical colimit of the categories FP/Xα, and for almost all geometric
properties (e.g., projectivity, smoothness, etc.) a morphism f : Y → Z in FP/X
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satisfies P if and only if for sufficiently large α its approximations fα : Yα → Zα in
FP/Xα satisfy P, (c) if {Xα} is an S-family and Y → S is finitely presented then
colimαMorS(Xα, Y )→˜MorS(X,Y ).
More subtle approximation results are related to filtered families that are subject
to certain finite presentation or finite type restrictions. Approximation of modules,
see [Ryd15, Theorem A]: any finitely generated module is an epimorphic image of a
finitely presented one, and any quasi-coherent OX -module L is the filtered colimit
of both: the family of finitely generated submodules, and the family of finitely
presented OX -modules with a morphism to L. The same claims hold for quasi-
coherent OX -algebras. Approximation of morphisms, see [Ryd15, Theorem D]: any
finite type morphism Y → X factors as a closed immersion Y → Y followed by a
finitely presented morphism Y → X . Any morphism of algebraic spaces f : X → S
is a filtered limit of finitely presented morphisms f : Xα → S with affine transition
morphisms Xα → Xβ , and for a list of properties P0 stable under composition and
including affine morphisms (e.g., affine, quasi-affine or separated) f satisfies P0 if
and only if so do fα for all α large enough. Approximation of properties, see [Ryd15,
Theorem C]: if all Xα are finitely presented over S then X → S satisfies P0 if and
only if so do Xα → S for all α large enough.
2.1.9. Schematically dominant morphisms and approximation. Some approxima-
tion results impose a finite presentation assumption that cannot be weakened to a
finite type assumption. However, for schematically dominant morphisms we have
the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.1.10. Let Y → X be a morphism between qcqs algebraic spaces. Then
there exists a filtered family {Yα} of qcqs algebraic spaces of finite type over X such
that the transition morphisms are affine and schematically dominant and there is
an isomorphism of X-spaces Y →˜lim←−αYα. In particular, the projections Y → Yα
are affine and schematically dominant. In addition, if Y is X-separated one can
choose Yα to be X-separated.
Proof. By approximation (see [Ryd15, Theorem D(i)]), Y is X-isomorphic to the
filtered limit of finitely presented X-spaces Y ′α with affine transition morphisms,
and Y ′α can be chosen X-separated whenever Y is X-separated. It remains to set
Yα to be the schematic image of the projection Y → Y ′α. Since Y
′
α are finitely
presented X-spaces they are qcqs, and hence so are Yα. 
Lemma 2.1.11. Assume that X is a qcqs algebraic space, {Yα} a filtered fam-
ily of qcqs algebraic spaces over X with schematically dominant affine transition
morphisms and limit Y , and Z an X-space of finite type. Then the natural map
colimαMorX(Yα, Z)→ MorX(Y, Z) is an isomorphism.
Proof. By [Ryd15, Theorem D(a) and Appendix B], the space Z can be em-
bedded as a closed subspace into an algebraic X-space Z ′ of finite presentation,
and colimαMorX(Yα, Z
′)→˜MorX(Y, Z ′). We clearly have colimαMorX(Yα, Z) ⊆
colimαMorX(Yα, Z
′) and MorX(Y, Z) ⊆ MorX(Y, Z ′). Finally, if h : Yα → Z ′ is
such that the composition Y → Yα → Z ′ factors through Z then h factor through
Z since the projection Y → Yα is schematically dominant. 
2.2. Spectral spaces.
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2.2.1. Specialization relation. Given a topological space X we denote by  and
 the generalization and the specialization relations on X , and by ≻ and ≺ the
corresponding strict relations. The following notation will be useful: Xy := {x ∈
X |x  y}, X≻y := {x ∈ X |x ≻ y}, Xy := {x ∈ X |x  y}, X≺y := {x ∈ X |x ≺
y}. In particular, Xy is the closure of y, and if X is a scheme then Xy is the
underlying topological set of the local scheme Xy = Spec(OX,y).
2.2.2. S-topology and generizing sets. The specialization relation induces a topol-
ogy, which we, following Rydh, call S-topology, see [Ryd10, Section 1]. Its open
(resp. closed) sets are the sets closed under generalization (resp. specialization).
For brevity, we call S-open sets generizing. Obviously, the family of such sets is
closed under arbitrary unions and intersections, and a set is generizing if and only
if it is an intersection of Zariski open sets. For any morphism of algebraic spaces
f : Y → X the underlying continuous map |f | : |Y | → |X | preserves the special-
ization relation, hence is continuous in the S-topology. Thus, the preimage of a
generizing set is generizing. In the opposite direction, any open or flat morphism
f is S-open (or generizing) by [LMB00, Corollary 5.7.1 and Proposition 5.8]. In
particular, if f is flat then |f |(|Y |y) = |X ||f |(y) for any y ∈ |Y |, and the image
of a generizing set is generizing.
2.2.3. Spectral spaces. In his thesis, Hochster gave a topological characterization
of the spectra of rings and called such spaces spectral spaces (see [Hoc69]). A
topological space is called spectral if it is quasi-compact, sober, the intersection of a
pair of quasi-compact opens is quasi-compact, and the collection of quasi-compact
opens forms a basis for the topology. A continuous map of spectral spaces is called
spectral if the preimage of every open quasi-compact subset is quasi-compact. Recall
that if X is a qcqs algebraic space then the underlying topological space |X | is
spectral by [Sta, Tag:0A4G].
2.2.4. Zariski trees. Let T be a spectral space. We say that T is a Zariski tree if T is
connected and for any point t ∈ T the set Tt is totally ordered by specialization.
In particular, if X is a qcqs algebraic space and |X | is a Zariski tree then X is
irreducible. To justify our terminology, we can view T as a tree directed by the
specialization. Its root is the generic point and its leaves are the closed points. A
Zariski forest is a disjoint union of finitely many Zariski trees. A basic example of a
Zariski tree is an irreducible algebraic curve or (as we will see later) an irreducible
Pru¨fer scheme.
2.2.5. Zariski chains. By a Zariski chain we mean a Zariski tree T such that the
set of specializations of any point is totally ordered. Since we assume that T is
quasi-compact this simply means that T has a unique closed point. One easily sees
that any generizing subset S ⊆ T is of the form Tt or T≻t, and S is open (resp.
quasi-compact) if and only if it is of the form T≻t or coincides with T (resp. is of the
form Tt or S = ∅). In particular, Tt is open if and only if t is closed or possesses
an immediate specialization. A typical example of a Zariski chain is Spec(R) for a
valuation ring R, because all ideals of R are totally ordered by inclusion.
Lemma 2.2.6. Let φ : Y → X be an essentially e´tale morphism, and assume that
X = Spec(R) for a valuation ring R and Y = Spec(A) for a local ring A. Then A
is a valuation ring, and the induced map |φ| : |Y | → |X | is a topological embedding
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with generizing image. In particular, |φ| is a homeomorphism if and only if its
image contains the closed point of X.
Proof. Note that Y is normal because it is essentially e´tale over the normal scheme
X . It follows from the locality of A that Y is irreducible. By Zariski’s main
theorem, A is a localization of a finite R-algebra, and using that A is integrally
closed in k(Y ) we obtain that A is a localization of the integral closure of R in
k(Y ). Thus, A is a valuation ring by [Bou72, Ch.VI, §7, Propositions 1 and 6] and
Y is a Zariski chain. Since |φ| is a generizing map (see §2.2.2), it remains to show
that it is injective. Note that φ has discrete fibers, since it is a localization of a finite
morphism. However, the only discrete subsets in a Zariski chain are points. 
2.2.7. The constructible topology. Given a spectral space X , one defines the con-
structible (or patch) topology on X to be the topology generated by the open quasi-
compact subsets of X and their complements. In particular, open sets are ind-
constructible and closed sets are pro-constructible. By [Hoc69, Theorem 1], any
spectral space is compact with respect to the constructible topology.
2.2.8. Some facts. We will need the following facts about a spectral space X and
its topologies:
(i) A subset T ⊆ X is generizing and quasi-compact if and only if T is the inter-
section of a collection of open quasi-compact subsets. The check is straightforward
and (when X is a scheme) the claim is [Ray68, Lemma 2.1].
(ii) If T is as in (i) and f : Y → X is a spectral map then f−1(S) is generizing
and quasi-compact. This follows from (i).
(iii) The Zariski topology of X is the intersection of the S-topology and the con-
structible topology in the sense that it is the strongest topology which is weaker than
these two. See [Ryd10, Corollary 1.5].
(iv) If X is a qcqs algebraic space then a subset Z ⊆ |X | is closed in the con-
structible topology if and only if there exists a morphism f : Y → X such that Y is
an affine scheme and Z = f(Y ). The claim reduces easily to the case when X is a
scheme (even an affine one), which is established in [GD71, Proposition 7.2.1].
2.3. Modifications and quasi-modifications.
2.3.1. U -admissibility. Let f : X ′ → X be a morphism of qcqs spaces, and U ⊆ |X |
a quasi-compact generizing subset. Then f is quasi-compact, and f−1(U) is quasi-
compact and generizing by §2.2.8(ii). We say that U is schematically dense in X if
any quasi-compact open subspace containing U is so (cf. §2.1.3). We say that f is
U -admissible if f−1(U) is schematically dense in |X ′|.
2.3.2. U -modifications. Let X be a qcqs space, and U ⊆ |X | a schematically dense
quasi-compact generizing subset. By a U -modification (resp. U -quasi-modification)
we mean a proper (resp. separated finite type) U -admissible morphism f : X ′ → X
with qcqs source such that there exists an open subspace V ⊆ X containing U for
which f−1(V ) → V is an isomorphism (resp. an open immersion). By a strict
U -quasi-modification X ′ → X we mean a U -quasi-modification whose restriction
onto a quasi-compact neighborhood of U in X is an isomorphism. In general, by
a modification (resp. quasi-modification) we mean a morphism f : X ′ → X which
is a U -modification (resp. U -quasi-modification) for some choice of a schematically
dense quasi-compact generizing subset U ⊆ |X |.
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Remark 2.3.3. If X ′ and X ′′ are two U -modifications of X then there exists at
most one X-morphism f : X ′′ → X ′ because U is schematically dense in X ′′ and
X ′ is X-separated. If such f exists we say that X ′′ dominates X ′. The set of all
U -modifications of X ordered by domination is filtered because U -modifications
X ′, X ′′ are dominated by the schematic image of U in X ′ ×X X
′′. The same facts
hold true for the family of modifications of X .
2.3.4. Blow ups. The blow up of X along an ideal I ⊂ OX is defined as BlI(X) :=
Proj(⊕∞n=0I
n). If X is reduced and the closed immersion Z = Spec(OX/I) →֒ X
is finitely presented and nowhere dense then the blow up f : BlI(X) → X is a
modification. If, in addition, I is U -trivial in the sense that |Z| is disjoint from U
then f is a U -modification.
3. Pro-open immersions
In this section we introduce and study pro-open immersions. In the quasi-
compact case, the families of pro-open immersions and flat monomorphisms co-
incide, but the former family behaves better in general. In the category of schemes,
quasi-compact flat monomorphisms were studied by Raynaud in [Ray68]. The
general case can be reduced to Raynaud’s results once one proves that pro-open
immersions are schematic.
3.1. Basic facts.
3.1.1. The definition. Let X be an algebraic space, and U ⊆ |X | be a generizing
subset. Consider the functor hU that associates to an algebraic space Y the set
of morphisms Y → X having set-theoretic image in U . If hU is representable by
an algebraic space U then we say that U is a pro-open subspace. Any morphism
isomorphic to U → X as above is called a pro-open immersion.
3.1.2. Localization of algebraic spaces. A typical example of a pro-open immersion
is the localization morphism Spec(OX,x)→ X for a scheme X and a point x ∈ X .
More generally, let X be an algebraic space with a point x. If U = Xx is a pro-
open subspace then we call the corresponding algebraic space U the localization of
X at x. One of the technical obstacles in the proof of Nagata’s compactification
theorem in [TT13b] is that localization does not exist in general. A tightly related
fact is that the semilocalization of a scheme X at points x1, . . . , .xn does not have
to exist: the generizing set ∪ni=1Xxi does not have to be a pro-open subscheme. A
counter-example can be obtained already for Hironaka’s smooth proper threefold,
see [Har77, Appendix B, Example 3.4.2]. This was discovered in our discussion
with D. Rydh, and a detailed presentation will be given elsewhere.
3.1.3. First properties. Here is a list of simple properties of pro-open immersions:
Proposition 3.1.4. (i) If i : U → X is a pro-open immersion, and U ⊆ |X | is its
image then |U| → U is a bijection.
(ii) A generizing subset U ⊆ |X | is a pro-open subspace if and only if the filtered
intersection of the open subspaces Uα →֒ X for which U ⊆ |Uα| is representable. In
this case, ∩αUα is the pro-open subspace corresponding to U .
(iii) Any pro-open immersion i : U → X is a flat monomorphism.
(iv) The class of pro-open immersions is closed under compositions and base
changes.
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(v) If i : U → X and j : V → X are pro-open immersions and i(|U|) ⊆ j(|V|)
then the natural morphism U → V is a pro-open immersion.
(vi) The class of pro-open immersions is closed under fpqc descent. Namely, if
i : U → X is a morphism of algebraic spaces and i×X X ′ is a pro-open immersion
for an fpqc covering X ′ → X then i itself is a pro-open immersion.
Proof. The assertion (i) follows by applying the universal property in the definition
to points Spec(k)→ X with image in U . Then the assertions (ii), (iv), (v) and the
property of being a monomorphism follow from the universal property, e.g., since
U = ∩α|Uα|, we have an isomorphism of functors hU→˜ limα hUα regardless of their
representability. Since Uα represents hUα , this implies (ii).
To prove (iii), it remains to establish flatness, which is local on the target. Thus
we may assume that X is an affine scheme. Since flatness is local on the source
too, it is sufficient to show that if u ∈ U then U ×X Xu → Xu is flat, where Xu
is the localization of X at u. But the latter is a surjective pro-open immersion by
(iv), hence an isomorphism, and in particular flat.
It remains to prove (vi). Set U ′ := U×XX ′, X ′′ := X ′×XX ′ and U ′′ := U×XX ′′.
By (iv), U ′′ → X ′′ is a pro-open immersion. For any morphism f : Y → X with
f(|Y |) ⊆ |U|, its base changes f ′ : Y ′ → X ′ and f ′′ : Y ′′ → X ′′ land in |U ′| and
|U ′′| respectively. Hence f ′ and f ′′ induce morphisms g′ : Y ′ → U ′ and g′′ : Y ′′ →
U ′′, and these morphisms descend to an X-morphism g : Y → U by fpqc descent.
Therefore, i is a pro-open immersion. 
Theorem 3.1.5. Pro-open immersions of algebraic spaces are schematic.
Proof. By Rydh’s theorem [Sta, Tag:0B8A], any flat monomorphism of algebraic
spaces is schematic, hence so are pro-open immersions by Proposition 3.1.4(iii). 
3.2. Topology. Our next aim is to characterize pro-open immersions as flat mono-
morphisms that satisfy certain topological restrictions. Recall, that a topological
space is called locally quasi-compact if any point admits a fundamental system of
quasi-compact neighborhoods [Sta, Tag:08ZQ].
3.2.1. Topological embedding. First, we prove that a pro-open immersion is a topo-
logical embedding if and only if the corresponding pro-open subspace is locally
quasi-compact.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let X be an algebraic space, U ⊆ |X | a pro-open subspace, and
U → X the corresponding pro-open immersion. Then U is locally quasi-compact
with respect to the induced topology (e.g., U ⊆ |X | is retrocompact) if and only if
the map |U| → U is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Since any algebraic space U is locally quasi-compact, the inverse implica-
tion is clear. Let us prove the direct one. Since the claim is local on X and U , we
may assume X and U are qcqs. Recall that j : |U| → U is bijective by Proposi-
tion 3.1.4(i), and the morphism i : U → X is flat by Proposition 3.1.4(iii). Hence j
is an S-homeomorphism.
By [Sta, Tag:0A4G], a qcqs algebraic space is spectral, hence |X | is spectral. We
claim that |U| is spectral too. By §2.2.8(i), U is pro-constructible, and by §2.2.8(iv)
there exists a morphism h : T → X such that T is affine and h(T ) = U . By
the universal property, h factors through U , and we obtain a surjective morphism
T → U . In particular, U is qcqs, and hence spectral.
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Note that U is compact in the constructible topology and U is Hausdorff in
the topology induced from the constructible topology of X , hence the continuous
bijection j : U → U is a homeomorphism with respect to these topologies. It then
follows from §2.2.8(iii) that j is also a homeomorphism with respect to the Zariski
topologies. 
Remark 3.2.3. (i) If a pro-open subspace U is locally quasi-compact then Theo-
rem 3.2.2 allows, by a slight abuse of language, to identify U with U . So, we will
view U as the topological space U equipped with an additional structure defined
uniquely by U and X , and for brevity we will not usually distinguish U and U .
(ii) We will provide in §3.3.8 an example of a pro-open subspace, which is not
locally quasi-compact. All our other results will concern with the locally quasi-
compact case.
3.2.4. Relation to flat monomorphisms. Now we can characterize pro-open immer-
sions as follows.
Theorem 3.2.5. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of algebraic spaces.
(i) If f is a flat monomorphism and |f | is a topological embedding then f is a
pro-open immersion.
(ii) Assume that f is quasi-compact. Then f is a pro-open immersion if and
only if f is a flat monomorphism.
Proof. (ii) The direct implication follows from Proposition 3.1.4(iii). To prove the
inverse implication set U := f(Y ). Then U is generizing by the flatness of f .
Given a morphism h : Z → X with image in U , the base change Z ×X Y → Z is a
quasi-compact surjective flat monomorphism, and hence an isomorphism by [Sta,
Tag:0B8C]. Thus, h lifts to Y as needed.
(i) Pick an open covering Y = ∪iYi such that each Yi is qcqs, and set U := f(Y )
and Ui := f(Yi). Then U = ∪Ui is an open covering since |f | is a topological
embedding. Let g : Z → X be a morphism with image in U . Then Zi := g−1(Ui) ⊆
Z is open, and the surjective flat monomorphisms Zi ×X Y = Zi ×X Yi → Zi are
quasi-compact, thus isomorphisms by [Sta, Tag:0B8C]. Hence Z ×X Y → Z is an
isomorphism, and f is a pro-open immersion. 
3.2.6. Faithfully flat descent. In the case of quasi-compact pro-open immersions
one can strengthen Proposition 3.1.4(vi) as follows.
Proposition 3.2.7. Let i : Y → X be a quasi-compact morphism, and X ′ → X be
a flat surjective morphism. If i×X X ′ is a pro-open immersion then so is i.
Proof. Note that flatness is preserved by an arbitrary faithfully flat descent. Also,
the same is true for the property of being a monomorphism because morphisms
p1,2 : Z → Y are equal if and only if their base changes p1,2×XX ′ are equal. Thus,
the assertion follows from Theorem 3.2.5(ii). 
3.3. Pathologies. In this section we collect various examples of pathological gener-
izing sets and pro-open subspaces and immersions to justify the restrictions we had
and will have to impose in our results.
3.3.1. Flat monomorphisms. Here is a typical example of a flat monomorphism
which is not a topological embedding. Let C be an integral curve with infinitely
many closed points. Consider the curve C′ obtained by gluing all localizations
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Cx = Spec(OC,x) along their generic points. Then the natural morphism f : C′ → C
is a bijective flat monomorphism, which is not a homeomorphism. Actually C′ is
obtained from C by replacing the topology of C by the S-topology, and “preserving”
the structure sheaf. By Theorem 3.2.2 f is not a pro-open immersion. This can
be also observed directly since the identity C = C does not factor through C′. Let
X be a reduced zero-dimensional qcqs scheme with a non-discrete point x ∈ X ; we
will give a few examples of such X below. Then OX,x = k(x), hence the closed
immersion i : x →֒ X is a pro-open immersion of finite type, which is not an open
immersion. In particular, V = x is not open.
3.3.2. A quasi-compact generizing subset which is not a pro-open subspace. Take an
affine plane Y = A2k over a field k and let V be obtained from X by removing all
closed points. We claim that V is not a pro-open subspace. Indeed, if V corresponds
to a pro-open immersion V → X then V = |V| by Theorem 3.2.2. One can also
see this directly since V is covered by two pro-open subspaces Spec(k(x)[y]) and
Spec(k(y)[x]), which are the generic fibers of the projections of Y onto the axis.
Thus, any open subscheme U ⊆ V is obtained by removing a finite set Z of closed
points. To get a contradiction it suffices to show that no such U is an affine scheme.
But U is strictly smaller than the spectrum of A = OV(U) = ∩y∈UOY,y, since A is
the ring of functions on the complement to the Zariski closure of Z in Y .
3.3.3. Finite type examples. Given a morphism of schemes f : Y → X , let V be the
set of points x ∈ X such that Y ×X Spec(OX,x) = Spec(OX,x) (it is the pro-open
locus of f as will be defined later). We will show that even when f is of finite type
the generizing set V can be nasty.
Example 3.3.4. (i) Let X be a scheme with reduction Y = Spec(Z) and such
that each closed point supports an embedded component. For example, one can
take X = Spec(A) for A = Z[x2, x3, x5, . . . ]/(x
2
2, 2x2, x
2
3, 3x3, . . . ). If Y → X is the
reduction morphism then V = Spec(Q) is not open in X and Y .
(ii) Moreover, in the same manner one can take an affine plane Y = A2k over a
field k and construct X by inserting embedded components at all closed points of
Y . Then V is obtained from X by removing all closed points and it is not even a
pro-open subspace by §3.3.2.
Restricting to reduced schemes does not improve the situation much:
Example 3.3.5. Let X be a reduced zero-dimensional compact scheme with a
non-discrete point x ∈ X (see §3.3.6 below). Then OX,x = k(x), hence the closed
immersion i : x →֒ X is a pro-open immersion of finite type, which is not an open
immersion. In particular, V = x is not open.
3.3.6. Non-discrete zero-dimensional schemes. Here are two classical examples of
a reduced zero-dimensional compact scheme X with a non-discrete point x ∈ X .
(i) Consider an infinite product of fields A =
∏
i∈I ki. Then X = Spec(A) is a
compact topological space naturally homeomorphic to the Stone-Cˇech compactifi-
cation Î of the discrete set I. Clearly, X contains many non-discrete points: these
are precisely the points of Î \ I, i.e. the non-principal ultrafilters on I.
Remark 3.3.7. The first author learned this example from B. Conrad in a slightly
different context: i : x →֒ X is an essentially e´tale morphism of finite type which
is not e´tale. We also remark that i is flat and of finite type but not of finite
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presentation, and note for the sake of comparison that if X is an arbitrary integral
scheme then any flat morphism Y → X of finite type is also of finite presentation
by [RG71, Corollary 3.4.7].
(ii) This example goes back to J.-P. Olivier [Oli68] and was suggested to us by
D. Rydh. It is known that there exists an affine bijective monomorphism X =
Spec(B)→ Spec(Z) such that X is universally flat (i.e., any B-module is flat), and
the topology on X is the constructible topology of Spec(Z). In particular, X is a
zero dimensional qcqs scheme with a non-discrete point Spec(Q) and discrete points
Spec(Fp). Note also that B can be described explicitly as B = Z[T2, T3, T5, . . . ]/I,
where I is the ideal generated by (pTp − 1)p and (pTp − 1)Tp for all primes p ∈ Z.
3.3.8. A pro-open immersion which is not a topological immersion. We did not
know if such immersions exist. The following example was suggested by the anony-
mous referee: Let X = Spec(A) and x ∈ X be as in §3.3.6(i). Thus |X | = Î and
x ∈ Î \ I. Any subset of X is generizing, and we set U = I ∪ {x}. Note that x is a
non-discrete point of U . Set
U =
(∐
i∈I
Spec(ki)
)∐
Spec(k(x)),
then the space |U| is discrete, and hence |U| is not homeomorphic to U .
We claim that the natural morphism j : U → X mapping U onto U is a pro-
open immersion. Indeed, let f : T → X be a morphism for which f(T ) ⊆ U , and
let us show that f lifts to U . Since j is a monomorphism the lifting, if exists, is
unique. Thus, we may assume that T is quasi-compact, and hence Y := f(T ) ⊆ U
is compact. Since compact sets are closed, Y ⊂ Î contains the closure of Y := Y ∩I
in Î, which is the Stone-Cˇech compactification of Y . Thus, Y \ Y contains the set
of all non-principal ultrafilters of Y , and if Y is inifinite then there are infinitely
(even uncountably) many of those. Since Y \ Y = {x} we obtain that Y is finite,
and hence Y is finite too. In particular, Y is discrete, hence the restriction of j
over Y is an isomorphism and we obtain the required lifting of f .
Notice that by Theorem 3.2.2, it follows that U is not locally quasi-compact at
x, which in this case can easily be verified directly.
3.4. Relation to results of Raynaud. In [Ray68], Raynaud studied extensively
(quasi-compact) flat monomorphisms of schemes. We extend his results to pro-open
immersions of algebraic spaces.
3.4.1. Affine pro-open immersions. We start with the affine case.
Proposition 3.4.2. Let X be a qcqs algebraic space, X ′ → X a flat quasi-compact
presentation, and U ⊆ |X | a quasi-compact generizing subset. Then U is a pro-open
subspace with an affine pro-open immersion U → X if and only if for any point
x′ ∈ X ′, the preimage of U in Spec(OX′,x′) is an affine pro-open subscheme.
Proof. The direct implication follows from Proposition 3.1.4(iv). For the inverse
implication, notice that the preimage of U in X ′ is quasi-compact by §2.2.8 (i) since
X ′ → X is quasi-compact. Thus, by Proposition 3.1.4(vi), we may assume thatX =
X ′ is a scheme. The assertion now follows from [Ray68, Proposition 2.4(B)]. 
Proposition 3.4.3. Any quasi-compact pro-open immersion of algebraic spaces
U →֒ X is quasi-affine.
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Proof. By descent, we may assume that X is a scheme. Then U is also a scheme
by Theorem 3.1.5 and the assertion is covered by [Ray68, Proposition 1.5]. 
Proposition 3.4.4. Let U be a generizing subset of a scheme X such that the
induced topology on U is locally quasi-compact. Then U is a pro-open subspace if
and only if the locally ringed space Y := (U,OX |U ) is a scheme, and then Y → X
is the pro-open immersion.
Proof. The direct implication is immediate from the definition. Conversely, if U
is pro-open and U → X is the corresponding pro-open immersion then U is a
scheme by Theorem 3.1.5. By Theorem 3.2.2, U → U is a homeomorphism, and
OX,x = OU ,x because Ux → Xx is a surjective pro-open immersion and hence an
isomorphism. Thus, Y = U is a scheme. 
3.5. Morphisms of finite type. Next, we study relations between pro-open im-
mersions and morphisms of finite type.
3.5.1. Pro-open locus. By a pro-open locus of a morphism f : Y → X whose target
is a scheme we mean the subset V ⊆ X consisting of points x ∈ X such that
Y ×X Xx = Xx where Xx = Spec(OX,x). Clearly, V is generizing and the map
f−1(V ) → V is bijective. By examples of §3.3.3, this is all one can say about V
even when f is of finite type.
Pro-open loci are easily seen to be compatible with flat base changes, i.e., if
g : X ′ → X is a flat morphism of schemes then g−1(V ) is the pro-open locus of
f×XX ′. It follows that given an arbitrary morphism of algebraic spaces f : Y → X ,
a presentation g : X ′ → X and the pro-open locus V ′ of f ×X X ′, the subset
V = f(V ′) of X is independent of the presentation. We call V the pro-open locus of
f . Pro-open loci are compatible with arbitrary flat base changes, as can be easily
deduced from the scheme case.
3.5.2. Openness of pro-open locus. In order to obtain some control on V one has to
strengthen the naive assumption that f is of finite type, and we suggest two ways to
do this. The standard approach is to assume that f is of finite presentation. This
assumption is too strong for our applications. A less standard assumption which
will work fine in our context is to assume that f is schematically dominant. Note
that neither assumption is satisfied in Examples 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.
Proposition 3.5.3. Assume that f : Y → X is a morphism such that at least one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) f is of finite presentation,
(ii) f is schematically dominant and of finite type.
Then the pro-open locus V ⊂ X is an open subspace and the morphism V ×XY → V
is an isomorphism.
Proof. If X ′ → X is an e´tale morphism then the base change f ′ : Y ×X X ′ → X ′
satisfies the same condition (i) or (ii) as f and the pro-open locus of f ′ is the
preimage of V . Thus, the claim is e´tale-local on X , and we may assume that X is
a qcqs scheme. Fix a point x ∈ V and let y ∈ Y be its preimage. It suffices to show
that V contains a neighborhood U of x such that U ×X Y = U .
(i) Let Uα be the family of affine neighborhoods of x. Since Xx = Spec(OX,x) is
the limit of Uα and Xx ×X Y = Xx, it follows by approximation that already for a
large enough α we have that Uα ×X Y = Uα.
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(ii) By approximation of morphisms we can realize Y as a closed subspace of
an algebraic space Z of finite presentation over X . Moreover, Y = limα Zα, where
Zα are finitely presented closed subspaces of Z. Then OX,x = OY,y is the filtered
colimit of the quotients OZα,y of OZ,y . It follows that already for some α the
equality OZα,y = OX,x holds and after replacing Z by Zα we may assume that
OX,x = OZ,y . By case (i), after replacing X by a neighborhood of x we may assume
that Z → X is an isomorphism. Since f is schematically dominant this implies that
the closed immersion Y →֒ Z is an isomorphism, and hence Y = X . 
3.5.4. Pro-open immersions of finite type. We start with describing certain situa-
tions in which a pro-open immersion is open.
Corollary 3.5.5. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of algebraic spaces. Then,
(i) f is an open immersion if and only if it is a pro-open immersion locally of
finite presentation.
(ii) Assume that f is schematically dominant. Then f is a quasi-compact open
immersion if and only if it is a pro-open immersion of finite type.
Proof. Only inverse implications need a proof. In claim (ii) this follows directly by
applying Proposition 3.5.3(ii) to f . In claim (i), we shall prove that if a pro-open
f is locally of finite presentation then f(Y ) is open. This is local on Y , hence we
may assume that f is of finite presentation and use Proposition 3.5.3(i). 
Now, we can characterize pro-open immersions of finite type.
Proposition 3.5.6. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of algebraic spaces. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) f is a pro-open immersion of finite type,
(ii) f is a flat monomorphism of finite type,
(iii) f is a quasi-compact flat locally closed immersion.
Proof. The equivalence (i)⇐⇒(ii) follows from Theorem 3.2.5(ii) and the implica-
tion (iii) =⇒ (ii) is obvious. Assume that (i) is satisfied and let Z be the schematic
image of f . Then g : Y → Z is a pro-open immersion by Lemma 3.5.7 below and
hence g is an open immersion by Corollary 3.5.5(ii). Thus, f is a locally closed
immersion and we obtain (iii). 
Lemma 3.5.7. Assume that f : Y → X is a pro-open immersion and Z is the
schematic image of f . Then g : Y → Z is a pro-open immersion.
Proof. Note that Y = Y ×Z Z = Y ×Z Z×X Z = Y ×X Z, hence g is a base change
of f and it remains to use Proposition 3.1.4 (iv). 
As a corollary we can characterize pro-open immersions of finite type in purely
topological terms.
Corollary 3.5.8. Let X be an algebraic space with a generizing subset U ⊆ |X |.
Then U corresponds to a pro-open immersion of finite type if and only if U is locally
closed and retrocompact.
Proof. The direct implication follows from Proposition 3.5.6. The inverse impli-
cation will follow from Proposition 3.5.6, once we prove that U underlies a flat
locally closed immersion U →֒ X . By descent, it suffices to prove the latter claim
for schemes. For a closed U , this was proved in [Sta, Tag:04PW], and the general
case follows immediately. 
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Corollary 3.5.9. Let X be a qcqs algebraic space with a pro-open subspace of finite
type Y →֒ X. Assume that there exists a dense quasi-compact open subset U ⊆ X
such that Y ∩ U is open. Then Y is open.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5.6, Y is closed in an open subspace X ′ →֒ X . Since Y
is quasi-compact, X ′ can be chosen to be quasi-compact. Thus, after shrinking X ,
we may assume that Y ⊆ X is closed.
By the assumption, U1 := Y ∩ U is clopen in U . Hence U is the disjoint union
of clopen subsets U1 and U2 := U \ Y , and by quasi-compactness of U , both Ui
are quasi-compact. By [Sta, Tag:0903], any point in the closure U2 ⊆ X is a
specialization of a point of U2. Thus, U2 is disjoint from Y since Y is generizing.
The closure U1 ⊆ X is contained in Y since Y is closed. However U is dense, thus
U1 = Y and U2 = X \ Y . It follows that Y is open in X . 
4. Pru¨fer algebraic spaces and pairs
4.1. Definitions and formulations of main results.
4.1.1. Semivaluation rings. By a semivaluation ring we mean a pair of rings (B,A)
such that B is local with maximal ideal m and A ⊂ B is the preimage of a valuation
ring R of k = B/m. Often we will refer to A as the semivaluation ring and will say
that B is its semifraction ring. Note that m ⊂ A, B = Am, and m is divisible by
any element of A\m. In addition, we claim that A is a valuation ring if and only if
B is a valuation ring. Indeed, this follows easily from the fact that A is a valuation
ring if and only if it is integral and for any f ∈ Frac(A) \A one has f−1 ∈ A.
Remark 4.1.2. (i) We use the word “semivaluation” because the valuation of R
induces a semivaluation on B with kernel m, which is unique up to equivalence,
and A is the ring of integers of this semivaluation.
(ii) In abstract commutative algebra, a semivaluation (ring) is often called a local
Manis valuation (ring), see [KZ02, Ch. I]. We prefer the terminology of [Tem11],
where semivaluation rings were used to study relative Riemann-Zariski spaces.
(iii) Note that A→˜B ×k R; so Spec(A) is the affine Ferrand pushout of the
closed valuation subscheme Spec(R) and the localization Spec(B) along the point
Spec(B/m) (cf. [TT13a]).
4.1.3. Pru¨fer algebraic spaces. An integral qcqs algebraic space X is called Pru¨fer
if any modification X ′ → X is trivial, i.e., an isomorphism. An algebraic space is
called Pru¨fer if it is a finite disjoint union of integral Pru¨fer spaces. In particular,
Pru¨fer spaces are normal.
Remark 4.1.4. The terminology is motivated by the fact that affine integral Pru¨fer
schemes are nothing but the spectra of Pru¨fer domains, see §4.1.18 below.
4.1.5. Separated Pru¨fer spaces. Examples of non-separated Pru¨fer spaces which are
not schematic will be given in §5.1.3. On the other hand, we have the following
result.
Proposition 4.1.6. Let X be a separated quasi-compact integral algebraic space.
Then there exists a modification Z → X such that Z is a scheme. In particular,
any separated Pru¨fer algebraic space X is a scheme.
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Proof. Let η ∈ X be the generic point. By approximation of morphisms [Ryd15,
Theorem D], there exists an affine morphism f : X → X0, where X0 is separated
and of finite type over Z. Replacing X0 with the schematic image of X we may
also assume that it is irreducible with generic point ε = f(η). By Chow’s lemma
[Knu71, Ch. IV, Theorem 3.1] there exists a modification Y0 → X0 such that Y0 is
quasi-projective over Z. Then Y0 is a scheme, and since Y := Y0 ×X0 X is affine
over Y0, it is a scheme too. Since Y0 → X0 is an isomorphism over ε, the morphism
g : Y → X is an isomorphism over η and hence the schematic closure Z of g−1(η)
in Y is a modification of X . Obviously, Z is a scheme.
If X is Pru¨fer then by the above every connected component Xi of X possesses
a modification Zi which is a scheme. But Zi = Xi by the Pru¨ferness. 
Remark 4.1.7. Although it is easy to describe Pru¨fer schemes using the theory of
Pru¨fer domains, it is more difficult to descend this description to algebraic spaces (in
the non-separated case). The main difficulty is that not any closed subscheme of the
non-Pru¨fer locus of a scheme X (which is a subset of X closed under specialization)
may serve as the modification locus of a modificationX ′ → X . For example, assume
that A is a semivaluation ring from §4.1.1 such that R ( k. Then it can be easily
checked that S = Spec(A) does not admit modifications that modify only the closed
point. On the other hand, S is not Pru¨fer when B is not a valuation ring. In order
to gain a better control on the modification loci we are going to introduce the notion
of a Pru¨fer pair.
4.1.8. Pru¨fer pairs. Assume that X is a qcqs algebraic space with a quasi-compact
schematically dense generizing subset U ⊆ |X |. We say that (X,U) is a Pru¨fer pair
if any U -modification of X is trivial.
Remark 4.1.9. (i) An integral qcqs X is Pru¨fer if and only if the pair (X, η) is
Pru¨fer, where η is the generic point of |X |.
(ii) Let S = Spec(A) be as in Remark 4.1.7, and consider its pro-open subset
U = Spec(B). Then it is easy to see (and will be proved in Theorem 4.1.11) that
the pair (S,U) is Pru¨fer, i.e., any non-trivial modification of S modifies U .
4.1.10. Characterization of Pru¨fer pairs. Now, we can formulate our main result
on Pru¨fer pairs. Its proof occupies the rest of §4.1 and the whole §4.2.
Theorem 4.1.11. Let X be a qcqs algebraic space with a quasi-compact schemat-
ically dense generizing subset U ⊂ |X |. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists an e´tale presentation f : X ′ → X such that for any point
x′ ∈ X ′ there exists a unique minimal generalization u′ ∈ U ′ := f−1(U),
and the pair (OU ′,u′ ,OX′,x′) is a semivaluation ring.
(2) For any scheme X ′ with an e´tale morphism f : X ′ → X and a point x′ ∈ X ′
there exists a unique minimal generalization u′ ∈ U ′ := f−1(U), and the
pair (OU ′,u′ ,OX′,x′) is a semivaluation ring.
(3) A U -admissible morphism f : Y → X is flat if and only if it is U -flat, i.e.,
flat at any y ∈ f−1(U).
(4) If f : Y → X is a separated quasi-compact U -admissible morphism such
that U ×X Y → U is a pro-open immersion for a pro-open subspace U with
U ⊆ |U | then f is a pro-open immersion.
(5) Any U -quasi-modification Y → X is an open immersion.
(6) X admits no non-trivial U -modifications, i.e., (X,U) is a Pru¨fer pair.
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(7) X admits no non-trivial U -admissible blow ups.
(8) Any finitely generated U -trivial ideal I ⊂ OX is invertible.
In addition, if these conditions hold then U is a pro-open subspace and the pro-open
immersion i : U →֒ X is affine.
4.1.12. First implications. In this section we establish easy implications between
the conditions (1)–(8). The implications (2) ⇒ (1) and (5) ⇒ (6) ⇒ (7) ⇔ (8)
are obvious. Let us show that (3) ⇒ (4). Assume that f satisfies the assumption
of (4). Then f is flat by (3) and Proposition 3.1.4(iii). Since the restriction of f
onto the schematically dense pro-open subspace U ×X Y is a pro-open immersion,
f itself is a pro-open immersion by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.13. Assume that f : Y → X is a flat separated morphism of qcqs
algebraic spaces and U →֒ Y is a schematically dominant pro-open immersion such
that the composition U → X is a pro-open immersion. Then f is a pro-open
immersion.
Proof. Both morphisms in the sequence U ×X U → U ×X Y → Y ×X Y are base
changes of U → Y . Hence the composition is a schematically dominant pro-open
immersion by Lemma 2.1.6 and Proposition 3.1.4. Therefore, the diagonal closed
immersion Y → Y ×X Y is schematically dominant, and hence an isomorphism.
Thus, f is a monomorphism, hence a pro-open immersion by Theorem 3.2.5. 
Next, we show that (4)⇒ (5). Let f : Y → X be a U -quasi-modification. Then
it is a pro-open immersion by (4). By definition and the quasi-compactness of U ,
there exists a quasi-compact open V ⊆ X containing U such that f is a V -quasi-
modification. Thus, f is an open immersion by Corollary 3.5.9.
Finally, we note that if (1) is satisfied then X ′x′ ∩ U
′ = X ′u′ , and therefore
Proposition 3.4.2 implies that U → X is an affine pro-open immersion. Our proof
of the remaining claims will proceed by establishing the following implications:
(8) ⇒ (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3). This will be done in §4.2, but let us first deduce some
corollaries and connect this theory to certain well known results about rings.
4.1.14. Pru¨fer algebraic spaces. Taking U to be the generic point of an integral
algebraic space one immediately obtains a similar description of Pru¨fer spaces:
Corollary 4.1.15. Let X be an integral qcqs algebraic space. The following con-
ditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists an e´tale presentation X ′ → X such that for any point x′ ∈ X ′
the local ring OX′,x′ is a valuation ring.
(2) For any scheme X ′ with e´tale morphism X ′ → X and a point x′ ∈ X ′ the
local ring OX′,x′ is a valuation ring.
(3) A morphism Y → X is flat if and only if it is η-admissible, where η is the
generic point of X.
(4) If f : Y → X is a separated quasi-compact morphism such that Y is integral,
and f induces an isomorphism of the generic points then f is a pro-open
immersion.
(5) Any quasi-modification Y → X is an open immersion.
(6) X admits no non-trivial modifications, i.e., X is a Pru¨fer space.
(7) Any non-empty blow up of X is an isomorphism.
(8) Any non-zero finitely generated ideal I ⊂ OX is invertible.
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4.1.16. E´tale-locality of Pru¨ferness. As an immediate corollary of conditions (1)
and (2) of Theorem 4.1.11 we obtain the following important result:
Corollary 4.1.17. Let f : X ′ → X be an e´tale morphism between qcqs algebraic
spaces, U ⊂ |X | a quasi-compact schematically dense generizing subset, and U ′ :=
f−1(U). If (X,U) is a Pru¨fer pair then (X ′, U ′) is a Pru¨fer pair, and the converse
is true whenever f is surjective. In particular, if X is Pru¨fer then X ′ is Pru¨fer and
the converse is true for surjective f .
4.1.18. Connection to the theory of Pru¨fer rings. If X = Spec(A) is an integral
affine scheme then X is Pru¨fer if and only if A is a Pru¨fer domain. The rings of the
latter type were intensively studied in abstract commutative algebra. In particular,
there are many other conditions equivalent to Pru¨ferness of A (or X). For example,
14 such conditions are listed in [Bou72, Ch. VII, §2, Exercise 12], including our (1)
and (8) from Corollary 4.1.15. Similarly, if X = Spec(R) is affine then a pair (X,U)
is Pru¨fer if and only if U = Spec(A) is affine, R →֒ A and R is an A-Pru¨fer ring.
To see this, one can use equivalent condition (5) of Theorem 4.1.11 and equivalent
condition (11) of [KZ02, Ch I, Theorem 5.2].
Thus, in the affine case our theory describes a classical algebraic object from
the geometric point of view, though our geometric definition of Pru¨ferness does not
appear among the 14 equivalent algebraic definitions of [Bou72]. The advantage
of the geometric approach is that it makes sense for global objects and for stacks.
In principle, one could use the algebraic theory as a slight shortcut for proving
Theorem 4.1.11, but in order to give the geometric arguments, that we plan to
generalize to stacks in further works, we prefer to minimize the use of the theory
of Pru¨fer rings.
4.2. Proofs. In the first two sections of §4.2 we will prove Theorem 4.1.11 in the
case when X is a local scheme1. The case when X is a scheme is deduced in §4.2.7
using the fact that one can extend ideals from open subschemes. Finally, the general
case is done in §4.2.9, and it requires a more subtle argument because one cannot
descend arbitrary ideals through e´tale presentations X ′ → X .
4.2.1. E´tale-locality. In this section we prove the implication (1) ⇒ (2), which
follows from the following:
Lemma 4.2.2. Assume that f : X ′ → X is an essentially e´tale morphism of local
schemes, where X = Spec(A) and X ′ = Spec(A′). Assume, in addition, that
U ⊂ X is a generizing subset and U ′ = f−1(U).
(i) If U = Spec(B) where A →֒ B and (B,A) is a semivaluation ring then
U ′ = Spec(B′) where A′ →֒ B′ and (B′, A′) is a semivaluation ring.
(ii) The converse of (i) is true whenever f is surjective, i.e., the homomorphism
A→ A′ is local.
Proof. We will treat both cases in the same fashion. First, we claim that in both
cases we may assume that U = Spec(B) and U ′ = Spec(B′) are local schemes with
closed points x and x′, respectively. In case (ii), U = f(U ′) = f(X ′x′) = Xf(x′)
since f is generizing (cf. §2.2.2). In case (i) we have U = Xx. We may assume
that f−1(x) 6= ∅ as otherwise U ′ = X ′ and the lemma follows. Let T = x be the
1This is the case, where one could shorten some arguments by quoting results on Pru¨fer pairs
of rings.
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closure of x in X with the reduced scheme structure. Then T ′ := T ×X X ′ ⊆ X ′ is
closed, and hence a local scheme. Since T is a valuation scheme, the same is true
for T ′ by Lemma 2.2.6; in particular, f−1(x) = {x′}.
We claim that the inclusion X ′x′ ⊆ U
′ is an equality. Take any point u′ ∈ U ′
and let u′ be its Zariski closure in X ′. Then the closed set u′ ∩ T ′ is non-empty
since X ′ is local, and let y′ be its maximal point. Pick a valuation scheme S with
a morphism h′ : S → T ′ taking the generic point to u′ and the closed point to y′.
Set h := f ◦ h′, and note that h−1(T ) = h′−1(T ′) is the closed point s ∈ S. Since
X is the Ferrand pushout of U and T along x, [TT13a, Lemma 3.3.4] applies to h
and we obtain that {s} = h−1(x). Thus, h′(s) ∈ f−1(x) = {x′} and we conclude
that u′  h′(s) = x′ = y′.
Let m ⊂ A and m1 = mB be the ideals corresponding to x, and let m
′ ⊂ A′
and m′1 = m
′B′ be the ideals corresponding to x′. Then m⊗A A′→˜mA′ = m′ and
m1 ⊗B B′→˜m1B′ = m′1 since f is essentially e´tale. By our assumptions, m = m1
in case (i), and m′ = m′1 and f is faithfully flat in case (ii). So, in both cases
m = m1 and m
′ = m′1 because the chain m ⊆ m1 ⊂ B of A-modules is taken to
m′ ⊆ m′1 ⊂ B
′ by tensoring with A′ over A. It also follows that the local ring
R′ = A′/m′ is essentially e´tale over the local ring R = A/m.
Since A is the preimage of R in B and A′ is the preimage of R′ in B′, it remains
to prove that if R is a valuation ring then so is R′, and the converse is true if
R → R′ is local. In case (i), this follows from Lemma 2.2.6. In case (ii), R is
integrally closed and K = Frac(R) is a field since the same is true for R′ and K ′,
and R→ R′ is essentially e´tale and local. Thus, R = R′∩K is a valuation ring. 
4.2.3. Local case. We will need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let A be a local ring, and {Iα} be a family of ideals in A such that∑
Iα is principal. Then {Iα} has a greatest element Iα0 , in particular Iα0 =
∑
Iα.
Proof. Pick a generator f ∈
∑
Iα and finitely many elements fi ∈ Iαi such that
f =
∑k
i=1 fi. Since Iαi ⊆
∑
Iα = Af , there exist gi ∈ A such that fi = gif , and
hence f(1−
∑
gi) = 0. If f = 0 then the lemma is clear, otherwise 1−
∑
gi is not
invertible. Since A is local, at least one gi does not belong to the maximal ideal of
A, and hence is invertible. Thus, f ∈ Iαi , which implies the lemma. 
Proposition 4.2.5. Theorem 4.1.11 holds if X = Spec(A) is a local scheme.
Proof. By §4.2.1, we shall prove the implications: (2)⇒ (3) and (8)⇒ (1).
(2) ⇒ (3) : The only non-trivial assertion here is that a U -flat U -admissible
morphism f : Y → X is flat. The question is flat-local on Y so we may assume that
Y is affine, say Y = Spec(C). The assumption of (2) applied to the identity map
X → X implies that U = Spec(B) is a local scheme with closed point u. Further-
more, (B,A) is a semivaluation ring, so the maximal ideal m ⊂ B is contained in
A, B = Am, R = A/m is a valuation ring of k(u) = B/m, and A = B ×k(u) R.
Thus, A,B,R and k(u) form a Ferrand diagram of rings with conductor m in the
sense of [TT13a, §3.2].
Set CB := C ⊗A B, CR := C ⊗A R = C/mC, and Cu := C ⊗A k(u). By [Fer03,
Theorem 2.2(iii)], the homomorphism φ : C → CB ×Cu CR is surjective. Since
Y → X is U -admissible, the localization homomorphism ψ : C → CB is injective
and hence φ is an isomorphism. By [Fer03, Theorem 2.2(iv)], it now suffices to
prove that CB is B-flat and CR is R-flat. The first holds since Y is U -flat. Since R
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is a valuation ring, the second will follow once we show that CR is R-torsion free.
Assume, to the contrary that there exist α ∈ A \ m and β ∈ C \ mC such that
αβ ∈ mC. Since m is divisible by any element of A\m (see §4.1.1), it is divisible by
α and hence mC is divisible by α. So, there exists x ∈ mC such that αx = αβ. But
then x−β is a non-zero element annihilated by α, which contradicts the injectivity
of ψ.
(8)⇒ (1) : First, we claim that U is local. Assume to the contrary that u, u′ ∈ U
are two distinct closed points, and consider their closures Z,Z ′ ⊂ X . Clearly, Z ∩
Z ′∩U = ∅, hence also Z∩Z ′∩V = ∅ for some quasi-compact open neighborhood V
of U . By Lemma 4.2.6 below, there exist finite type ideals I, I ′ ⊂ OV with disjoint
supports such that Z ∩ V ⊆ V (I) and Z ′ ∩ V ⊆ V (I ′). By [GD71, Theorem 6.9.7],
these ideals can be extended to finite type ideals J ,J ′ ⊂ OX , and then the ideal
K = J +J ′ is U -trivial, hence principal by the assumption of (8). By Lemma 4.2.4,
either J = K or J ′ = K, which is a contradiction, since V (I) and V (I ′) are
disjoint. Thus, the quasi-compact generizing subset U contains at most one closed
point. Hence U = Uu = Spec(B), where B = OX,u. In particular, B = Ap, where
p = m ∩ A and m is the maximal ideal of B.
It remains to prove that (B,A) is a semivaluation ring. First, we claim that
p = m. Indeed, any g ∈ m is of the form s−1f with s ∈ A \ p and f ∈ p. The ideal
As+p is U -trivial, hence principal. Therefore, p ⊆ As by Lemma 4.2.4, since s /∈ p.
This shows that g = s−1f ∈ m ∩ A = p as claimed. In particular, A = π−1(R),
where π : B → B/m denotes the natural projection and R := π(A) ⊆ B/m. Now,
it remains to check that R is a valuation ring. For any choice of f, g ∈ A \ p the
ideal J := Af +Ag is U -trivial, hence principal. Thus, either f ∈ Ag or g ∈ Af by
Lemma 4.2.4, and it follows that for any pair of non-zero elements a, b ∈ R either
a ∈ Rb or b ∈ Ra. So, R is a valuation ring and we are done. 
Lemma 4.2.6. Let X be a qcqs scheme, and Z,Z ′ ⊂ X be closed subschemes such
that Z ∩Z ′ = ∅. Then there exist finite type ideals I, I ′ ⊆ OX such that Z ⊆ V (I),
Z ′ ⊆ V (I ′), and V (I) ∩ V (I ′) = ∅.
Proof. Let J ,J ′ ⊆ OX be the ideal sheaves of Z and Z ′. By [GD71, Corol-
lary 6.9.9], both J and J ′ are filtered unions of finitely generated subideals Jα
and J ′β , respectively. Thus, ∩αV (Jα) and ∩βV (J
′
β) are disjoint, and, by the quasi-
compactness of X , there exist α0, β0 such that V (Jα0) ∩ V (J
′
β0
) = ∅. 
4.2.7. Scheme case.
Proposition 4.2.8. Theorem 4.1.11 holds whenever X is a scheme.
Proof. By §4.2.1 we shall establish two implications: (2)⇒ (3) and (8)⇒ (1).
(2)⇒ (3) : We will give an argument that works for an arbitrary algebraic space
X . Assume that (2) holds, and let f : Y → X be a U -admissible U -flat morphism.
Choose an e´tale presentation h : X ′ → X , and for any point x ∈ X ′ consider the
localization X ′x = Spec(OX′,x). By faithfully flat descent, it suffices to prove that
the base change fx = f×XX ′x is flat. Let U
′
x be the preimage of U in X
′
x. Then the
pair (X ′x, U
′
x) satisfies (1) (for example, because (OU ′,x,OX′,x) is a semivaluation
ring), and fx is a U
′
x-admissible U
′
x-flat morphism. But we already proved that
(1)⇒ (2)⇒ (3) for local schemes, and so fx is flat.
(8)⇒ (1) : Let us show that the pair (X ′, f) = (X, id) satisfies the requirements
of (1). Assume to the contrary that there exists x ∈ X such that (Xx, Ux) is not
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obtained from a semivaluation ring, where Xx := Spec(OX,x) and Ux := U ∩ Xx.
By Proposition 4.2.5, there exists a Ux-trivial finitely generated ideal Ix ⊂ OX,x
which is not invertible. To get a contradiction, it remains to extend Ix to a U -trivial
ideal I ⊂ OX of finite type.
By the quasi-compactness of U , there exists a quasi-compact open neighborhood
W of U such that Ix is W ∩ Xx-trivial. After replacing U by W we may assume
that U is open. Let Zx be the scheme defined by Ix, and Z its schematic image in
X . By Lemma 2.1.5 (2) and (3), Z is disjoint from U and its ideal is the colimit of
ideals Iα of finite type extending Ix. By the quasi-compactness of U we can find
Iα whose support is disjoint from U . 
4.2.9. General algebraic spaces. In this section we will prove Theorem 4.1.11 for a
general algebraic space X . Since the implication (2) ⇒ (3) has been proven for
such X in the proof of 4.2.8, it remains to establish the implication (8)⇒ (1).
Assume to the contrary that (8) holds but (1) is false for (X,U). Consider
an affine presentation f : X ′ → X with a point x′ ∈ X ′ that violates (1). Set
U ′ := f−1(U). To get a contradiction, we are going to construct an ideal I ⊂ OX
that violates (8). The main task is to construct such an ideal on an open subspace,
because we can then extend it by [Ryd15, Theorem A] to X . If X0 ⊂ X is open and
quasi-compact then U0 = U ∩X0 is also quasi-compact by the quasi-separatedness
of X . Thus, in the sequel, we may replace X by X0 as above and shrink U ,
X ′, and U ′ accordingly whenever the new pair (X ′, U ′) violates the conditions of
Theorem 4.1.11.
Since the identity morphism violates (1) for the scheme X ′, and the theorem has
been proven in this case, there exists a non-invertible finitely generated U ′-trivial
ideal I ′ ⊂ OX′ . Although I ′ need not be descendable to X , it will help us to
produce I as required. Let Z ′ ⊂ X ′ be the closed locus where I ′ is not invertible.
Then Z ′ 6= ∅ = Z ′ ∩U ′. The image Z := f(Z ′) ⊂ X is constructible by Chevalley’s
theorem, [Gro67, IV1, Theorem 1.8.4]. Our first aim is to shrink X so that Z stays
non-empty and becomes closed. Since Z is constructible, it contains all generic
points of its closure Z. By the same reason, Z \ Z contains all generic points of
its closure Ẑ, and hence Ẑ does not contain any generic point of Z. In particular,
for the open subspace V := X \ Ẑ we have that V ∩ Z 6= ∅ and V ∩ Z = V ∩ Z is
closed in V . Replacing X by an open quasi-compact subspace of V that meets Z
we accomplish our goal.
In the sequel, we say that an e´tale morphism Y → X is an isomorphism over
a subset T ⊆ |X | if for any point x ∈ T the base change x ×X Y → x is an
isomorphism. In particular, this implies that for any subscheme Z →֒ X with
|Z| ⊆ T the base change Z ×X Y → Z is an isomorphism. Pick a generic point
η ∈ Z and an e´tale morphism g : X ′′ → X such that X ′′ is a scheme and g is an
isomorphism over η (see §2.1.2). Plainly, g is an isomorphism over a neighborhood
of η in Z. Thus, after shrinking X again, we may assume that g is surjective and
an isomorphism over Z. Finally, since we may increase U as long as it stays quasi-
compact and disjoint from Z, we may assume that g is an isomorphism over X \U
thanks to the following:
Claim 4.2.10. There exists a generizing quasi-compact subset V containing U and
disjoint from Z such that g is an isomorphism over X \ V .
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We postpone the proof of the claim, and first finish the proof of the Theorem.
Set U ′′ := g−1(U) and X˜ := X ′×XX ′′, and let U˜ ⊂ X˜ be the preimage of U . Since
Theorem 4.1.11 and Corollary 4.1.17 are already established for schemes, and the
pair (X ′, U ′) is not Pru¨fer, it follows that the pair (X˜, U˜) is not Pru¨fer. Therefore,
(X ′′, U ′′) is not Pru¨fer either, and there exists a U ′′-trivial, finitely generated, non-
invertible ideal I ′′ on X ′′. We claim that I ′′ is descendable to X , which simply
follows from the fact that X ′′×XX ′′ is a disjoint union of the diagonal (isomorphic
to X ′′) and an open subscheme whose projections onto X ′′ belong to U ′′. So, we
obtain an ideal I ⊂ OX with IOX′′ = I ′′, which violates (8) by e´tale descent. 
Proof of the Claim. Let X1 be the locus of all points x ∈ X over which the rank
of g is at least two. Then x ∈ X1 if and only if g is not an isomorphism over
x. Note that X1 is open and quasi-compact because it is the image of the open
quasi-compact set W ⊂ X ′′×X X ′′, which is the union of the components different
from the diagonal. Thus, we can choose V = U ∪X1. 
4.3. Some other properties of Pru¨fer pairs. In this section, we describe sev-
eral properties of Pru¨fer pairs and spaces, which follow from Theorem 4.1.11 and
Corollary 4.1.15.
4.3.1. Generizing subsets. First, let us study generizing subsets of X containing U .
Proposition 4.3.2. Let (X,U) be a Pru¨fer pair and V be a quasi-compact generiz-
ing subset containing U . Then V is a pro-open subspace and the pro-open immersion
V →֒ X is affine. In particular, any quasi-compact generizing subset of a Pru¨fer
space is a pro-open subspace with affine immersion morphism.
Proof. Since (X,V ) is a Pru¨fer pair, the result follows from the last assertion of
Theorem 4.1.11. 
4.3.3. Compatibility with immersions. Next, we show that Pru¨fer pairs are com-
patible with pro-open and closed immersions.
Proposition 4.3.4. Assume that X is a qcqs algebraic space and i : Y →֒ X is
a quasi-compact pro-open immersion. Assume also that U ⊂ |X | is a generizing
subset such that (X,U) is a Pru¨fer pair. Then (Y, V ) is a Pru¨fer pair, where
V = U ∩ |Y |. In particular, quasi-compact pro-open subspaces of a Pru¨fer algebraic
space are Pru¨fer.
Proof. Choose a presentation f : X ′ → X as in Theorem 4.1.11(1) and set U ′ :=
f−1(U), Y ′ := X ′ ×X Y , and V ′ := U ′ ∩ |Y ′|. By Theorem 3.1.5, Y ′ is a scheme,
hence it suffices to prove that g : Y ′ → Y satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 4.1.11.
Let y ∈ Y ′ be a point. By our assumptions, y ∈ Y ′ ⊆ X ′ possesses a unique
minimal generalization u ∈ U ′. Since Y ′ is pro-open in X ′, it also contains u and
hence u ∈ V ′. Thus, y possesses a unique minimal generalization u ∈ V ′ and the
pair (OV ′,u,OY ′,y) = (OU ′,u,OX′,y) is a semivaluation ring. 
Proposition 4.3.5. Let X be a qcqs algebraic space and i : Z →֒ X a closed im-
mersion. Assume that U ⊆ |X | and V ⊆ |Z| are schematically dense generizing
subsets such that (X,U) is a Pru¨fer pair and U ∩|Z| ⊆ V . Then (Z, V ) is a Pru¨fer
pair too. In particular, any integral closed subscheme of a Pru¨fer algebraic space is
Pru¨fer.
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Proof. As in the previous proof, we may replace X by an affine presentation. So,
X = Spec(A) and Z = Spec(B). Assume to the contrary that the pair (Z, V ) is not
Pru¨fer. Then there exists a V -trivial finitely generated non-invertible ideal J ⊂ B.
Lift this ideal to A, that is, find a finitely generated ideal I ⊂ A with IB = J .
Obviously, I is non-invertible, so to get a contradiction it is enough to show that
I could be chosen to be U -trivial. Note that B = A/H and I + H is U -trivial.
It follows from the quasi-compactness of U that already some intermediate finitely
generated ideal I ⊆ I ′ ⊆ I+H is U -trivial. Thus, I ′ is the required lifting of J . 
4.3.6. The retraction X → U . The following result reduces various questions on
the topology of a Pru¨fer pair (X,U) to the study of the topology of U .
Theorem 4.3.7. Let (X,U) be a Pru¨fer pair. Then,
(i) Any point x ∈ X possesses a unique minimal generalization r(x) ∈ U . In
particular, r : X → U is a retraction of the embedding U →֒ X.
(ii) For any point u ∈ U the fiber r−1(u) is a Zariski tree. In particular, if X
is an integral Pru¨fer space (resp. a local Pru¨fer space) then |X | is a Zariski tree
(resp. a Zariski chain).
(iii) The retraction r : X → U is continuous.
Proof. Assume, first, that X is a scheme. In this case, (i) and (ii) follow from
Theorem 4.1.11(2). To prove (iii) we should show that if U0 is an open subscheme
of U then for any point x ∈ X with r(x) ∈ U0 there exists a neighborhood X0
of x such that r(X0) ⊆ U0. Consider the localizations Xx = Spec(OX,x) and
Uu = Spec(OU,u) ⊆ U0. Then Xx = ∩iXi, where Xi run through all open quasi-
compact neighborhoods of x. Since Uu = Xx ∩U by Theorem 4.1.11(2), we obtain
that Uu is the intersection of open quasi-compact subschemes Xi ∩ U of U , and it
follows easily that already some Xi0 ∩ U lies in U0. Thus, r(Xi0 ) = Xi0 ∩ U ⊆ U0
and we can take X0 = Xi0 .
In general, fix a presentation X ′ → X , and set U ′ := f−1(U). The pair (X ′, U ′)
is Pru¨fer by Corollary 4.1.17. For x ∈ X , pick x′ ∈ f−1(x), and let u′ ∈ U ′ be
its minimal generalization that exists by the scheme case. Then X ′x′ ∩X
′
u′ is a
Zariski chain. Set u := f(u′). Then, by e´taleness, f induces an order preserving
bijection between X ′x′∩X
′
u′ and Xx∩Xu. Hence Xx∩Xu is a Zariski chain,
and u is a minimal generalization of x. To see uniqueness, notice that if u1 ∈ U is
a minimal generalization of x then by flatness, there exists u′1 ∈ f
−1(u1) ∩ X ′x′ .
Thus, u′1  u
′ and u1  u. Hence u1 = u. This proves assertions (i) and (ii).
To prove (iii), notice that the retraction maps commute with f , thus the assertion
follows from the openness of the map |X ′| → |X |. 
4.3.8. Composing Pru¨fer spaces. It is well known that if C is a valuation ring and
B is a valuation ring of the residue field K = C/m then the preimage of B in
C is a valuation ring A composed from C and B. Similarly, a semivaluation ring
is composed from a local ring (its semifraction field) and a valuation ring. These
observations can be generalized to Pru¨fer pairs as follows:
Proposition 4.3.9. Assume that (Z,U) is a Pru¨fer pair, T =
∐n
i=1 ti ⊂ Z is
a disjoint union of closed Zariski points, and Y =
∐n
i=1 Yi, where each Yi is an
integral Pru¨fer algebraic space with generic point ti. Then U can be identified
naturally with a generizing subset of the Ferrand pushout X = Y
∐
T Z and the
pair (X,U) is Pru¨fer.
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Proof. In our case Ferrand pushout exists by [TT13a, Theorem 6.2.1(ii)]. By
[TT13a, Theorem 6.3.5], Z → X is a schematically dominant pro-open immersion,
hence we can view U as a schematically dense generizing subset of |X |. Assume,
to the contrary, that (X,U) is not Pru¨fer and let f : X ′ → X be a non-trivial
U -modification. Since (Z,U) is Pru¨fer, f is an isomorphism over Z. So, f is an
isomorphism over ti’s, and hence it is an isomorphism over Yi’s. In particular, the
fibers of f are isomorphisms, and using that f is proper we obtain that it is finite.
To conclude the proof it now suffices to prove the following claim: if the fibers
of a schematically dominant finite morphism f : X ′ → X are isomorphisms then
f is an isomorphism. By e´tale descent, we may assume that X is affine. Then
f corresponds to a finite injective homomorphism φ : A → A′ whose fibers are
isomorphisms. Each localization φp = φ⊗AAp is surjective by Nakayama’s lemma,
hence each φp is an isomorphism and we obtain that φ itself is an isomorphism. 
4.3.10. Disassembling Pru¨fer spaces. The following proposition generalizes the well
known fact that a valuation ring of finite height h > 1 is composed from valuation
rings of smaller heights.
Proposition 4.3.11. Let (X,U) be a Pru¨fer pair, and T = {t1, . . . , tn} ⊂ U be a
finite set of closed points of U . Let Y ⊂ X be the Zariski closure of T provided with
the reduced subspace structure. Set Z := X \ ∪ni=1X≺ti . If Z is quasi-compact then
Z → X is an affine pro-open immersion and Y
∐
T Z→˜X is a Ferrand pushout.
Proof. First, Z → X is an affine pro-open immersion by Proposition 4.3.2. Sec-
ond, by Propositions 4.3.4 and 4.3.5, (Z,U) and Y are Pru¨fer. Thus, by Propo-
sition 4.3.9, the Ferrand pushout X ′ = Y
∐
T Z exists, and the pair (X
′, U) is
Pru¨fer. Furthermore, by [TT13a, Theorem 6.4.1], X ′ is X-affine since Y and Z are
so. Thus, the morphism f : X ′ → X is separated, quasi-compact, U -admissible,
and induces an isomorphism over U . Hence f is a pro-open immersion by Theo-
rem 4.1.11(4). But |X | = |Y |∪ |Z| by the construction. Thus, f is surjective, hence
an isomorphism. 
4.3.12. Separatedness. It is well known that if X is an integral scheme and x, y ∈ X
are two distinct points such that OX,x = OX,y ⊂ k(X) then X is not separated.
For Pru¨fer domains the converse is also true.
Proposition 4.3.13. Assume that f : X → S is a morphism of schemes whose
source is integral and Pru¨fer. Then f is not separated if and only if there exist
points x, y ∈ X such that f(x) = f(y) and OX,x and OX,y coincide as subrings of
k(X). In particular, X itself is not separated if and only if OX,x coincides with
OX,y for two distinct points of X.
Proof. Since the assertion is local on S, we may assume that S is affine. Hence
it is sufficient to consider the absolute case. It is easy to see that in the usual
valuative criterion for an integral scheme Y , it suffices to test only the valuations
of k(Y ) (this follows from [Tem11, §3.2]; see also [Har77, Exercise II.4.5(c)]). Thus,
X is separated if and only if for any valuation ring O of k(X) there exists at most
one morphism h : Spec(O) → X compatible with the generic point. Choosing h is
equivalent to choosing a point x ∈ X such that O dominates the local ring OX,x
in k(X), i.e., the embedding homomorphism h∗ : OX,x → O is local. Since X is
Pru¨fer, OX,x is a valuation ring, and hence any domination homomorphism h
∗ as
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above is an isomorphism. In particular, Spec(O) admits two different morphisms
to X if and only if O = OX,x = OX,y for two different points x, y ∈ X . 
5. Valuation algebraic spaces
5.1. SLP algebraic spaces.
5.1.1. Basic definitions. A valuation algebraic space X is a qcqs Pru¨fer algebraic
space with a unique closed point. By height ofX we mean the topological dimension
of |X |. In general, a valuation algebraic space does not have to possess an e´tale
presentation U which is local (hence a valuation scheme). So, it is more convenient
to work with the wider class of semi-local Pru¨fer algebraic spaces (SLP spaces),
whose objects are qcqs Pru¨fer algebraic spaces with finitely many closed points.
Lemma 5.1.2. A qcqs algebraic space X is SLP if and only if one (hence any)
presentation of X is so.
Proof. Follows from Corollary 4.1.17. 
5.1.3. Examples. We will prove in Proposition 5.1.9 that any separated SLP space
T is an affine scheme, and so T is the spectrum of a semi-local Pru¨fer ring. To
gain some intuition on non-schematic valuation spaces we consider a few basic
examples, which reflect the general behavior of such spaces. We will treat three
different examples in a uniform way.
Let O be a DVR with field of fractions K. Assume that there exist separable
quadratic extensions K1, K2, and K3 of K such that the valuation splits in K1,
fK2/K = 2, and eK3/K = 2. For example, such extensions exist for O = Z(p). For
any i, let Oi ⊂ Ki be the integral closure of O. Set X := Spec(O) = {η, s} and
Ui := Spec(Oi). Then U1 has two closed points, and U2 and U3 are local schemes.
Set Ri := Ui ×X Ui. Then Ri ⇒ Ui are flat equivalence relations with Ui/Ri→˜X ;
and they are e´tale for i = 1, 2. Plainly, Ri = R
+
i ∪R
−
i , where R
+
i , R
−
i are irreducible
components and R+i denotes the diagonal of the relation Ri. Furthermore, the
projections R+i → Ui and R
−
i → Ui are isomorphisms, R
+
1 ∩ R
−
1 = R
+
2 ∩ R
−
2 = ∅,
and R+3 ∩R
−
3 is the closed point of both R
+
3 and R
−
3 .
Let η−i be the generic point of R
−
i and R
′
i := R
+
i
∐
η−i . Then the natural
monomorphism R′i → Ri is not an isomorphism and it is a locally closed immersion
if i ≤ 2 and bijective for i = 3. Plainly, the induced projections R′i ⇒ Ui are e´tale
equivalence relations for any i, so Xi := Ui/R
′
i are algebraic spaces. Furthermore,
Xi are non-separated SLP spaces, and the natural morphisms fi : Xi → X induced
from the morphisms of charts are isomorphisms over η. The Zariski fibers f−1i (s)
consist of: two points s1, s
′
1 with residue field k(s) for i = 1, one point s2 with larger
residue field for i = 2, and one point s3 with residue field k(s) for i = 3. Plainly, X1
is a scheme isomorphic to X with doubled closed point, X2 is a valuation algebraic
space which is locally separated but not separated, and X3 is a valuation algebraic
space which is not locally separated. In particular, Xi are not schemes for i = 2, 3.
Remark 5.1.4. The first example is classical (but described with an e´tale chart).
The second example is essentially Knutson’s example of a line with “twisted” dou-
bled origin, so that non-separatedness of X2 is hidden in “doubling” the residue
field at the origin. The non-separatedness of X3 is in “replacing” its tangent space
by the tangent space of a ramified extension. Note that Knutson considered an-
other basic example of not locally separated algebraic space, namely, the line with
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“doubled” tangent space at the origin. The latter is not normal and its “speciality”
can be eliminated by normalization. In particular, such example is irrelevant in
the study of valuation algebraic spaces. However, we have seen that not locally
separated valuation algebraic spaces exist as well.
Remark 5.1.5. It is easy to see that in the above examples Xi = Ui
∐
ηi
η where
ηi = Spec(Ki). On the other hand it is also easy to see that the schematic pushout
exists and is equal to Xi for i = 1 and to X for i = 2, 3. In the latter case, schematic
and affine pushouts coincide and are different from the pushout in the category of
algebraic spaces.
5.1.6. Topology. Recall that if X is an integral Pru¨fer space then it is a Zariski tree
by Theorem 4.3.7(ii). By quasi-compactness, X is the union of the Zariski chains
Xx connecting the generic point of X to its closed points x. We aware the reader
that even when X is SLP, these chains are not necessarily open.
Lemma 5.1.7. If X is an SLP space then any generizing subset U ⊂ |X | is of
the form (∪ni=1Xxi) ∪ (∪
m
i=n+1X≻xi), where the set {x1, . . . , xm} is discrete. Fur-
thermore, U is quasi-compact if and only if there exists such a presentation with
m = n.
Proof. We have seen that X = ∪ni=1Xyi . Each generizing set U ∩Xyi is of the
form Xzi or X≻zi (cf. §2.2.5). So, U is of the form (∪
n
i=1Xxi) ∪ (∪
m
i=n+1X≻xi),
and we can choose such a representation with minimal possible m. Then the set
{xi} is discrete, since otherwise some xj is a specialization of xi, and we can remove
the chain going to xi, which contradicts the minimality of m. The second claim
also follows straightforwardly from §2.2.5, and we skip the details. 
5.1.8. Affine SLP spaces. Finally, let us give a necessary and sufficient condition
for an SLP space to be affine.
Proposition 5.1.9. Let f : X → S be a morphism of algebraic spaces.
(i) Assume that X is SLP. Then f is separated if and only if f is affine. In
particular, any separated SLP space is an affine scheme.
(ii) If X is a valuation space, f is separated, and S is a scheme, then X is
affine. In particular, the following conditions on a valuation space are equivalent:
X is separated, X is a scheme, X is the spectrum of a valuation ring.
Proof. The assertion (i) is e´tale-local on S, and the assertion (ii) is Zariski-local on
the image of the closed point of X under f . In both cases we may assume that S is
affine, so it is sufficient to prove the following claim: if X is a separated SLP space
then it is an affine scheme.
Recall that X is a scheme by Proposition 4.1.6. Working separately with con-
nected components reduces the claim to the case of an irreducible X . Let η ∈ X be
the generic point and let s1, . . . , sn ∈ X be the closed points. Then Osi are valua-
tion rings of the field k(η), and using [Bou72, Ch. VI, §7.1, Propositions 1 and 2]
we obtain that A = Γ(OX) = ∩iOsi is a semi-local Pru¨fer ring whose localizations
at the maximal ideals are precisely the rings Osi . This implies that the natural
morphism X → Spec(A) is an isomorphism. 
5.2. Valuative criteria.
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5.2.1. Valuative diagrams. Assume that f : Y → X is a morphism between alge-
braic spaces. By an SLP diagram of f we mean an SLP space T with the space of
generic points η, and a pair ρ of compatible morphisms ρY : η → Y and ρX : T → X .
If T is separated then we say that the diagram is classical since T is a scheme in
this case. If only ρX is separated then we say that the diagram is separated, and if
T is a valuation space then we say that ρ is a valuative diagram of f . Recall that
classical valuative diagrams are used in the usual valuative criteria of properness
and separatedness, see [LMB00, Theorem 7.3, Proposition 7.8]. This approach is
natural in e´tale topology. On the other hand, we will see that there exist versions
of valuative criteria in which T or even ρX are allowed to be non-separated but
for each point ηi ∈ η the morphism ηi → Y is a Zariski point. The SLP diagrams
satisfying the latter condition will be called Zariski.
5.2.2. Separated pushouts. It is well known that if R is a valuation ring and K ′ is
a subfield of K := Frac(R) then R′ := R ∩ K ′ is a valuation ring. It is easy to
see that T ′ = Spec(R′) is the pushout of T = Spec(R) and η′ = Spec(K ′) under
η = Spec(K) in the category of schemes. We will need a generalization of this
construction to algebraic spaces, but one has to be careful as even in the above case
the pushout in the category of algebraic spaces can be different, see Remark 5.1.5.
Because of this we will impose certain separatedness restrictions.
Lemma 5.2.3. Assume that X is an algebraic space, fη : η → η
′ is a surjective
morphism of algebraic X-spaces whose source and target are finite discrete unions
of points, and T is an X-separated SLP space whose scheme of generic points is η.
Then,
(i) There exists an X-separated SLP space T ′ with scheme of generic points η′
such that fη extends to a surjective X-morphism f : T → T ′.
(ii) The pair (T ′, f) is unique up to unique X-isomorphism.
(iii) T ′ is the pushout of the diagram η′ ← η → T in the category of X-separated
algebraic spaces.
Proof. First, let us deduce (iii) from the other assertions. Assume that we are given
compatible X-morphisms from η, η′, and T to an X-space Y . Then we can view
T as a separated Y -space, and by the assertion of (i) the morphism T → Y factors
through an SLP space T ′′ such that T → T ′′ is surjective and T ′′ → Y is separated.
If Y is X-separated then T ′′ is also X-separated and hence coincides with T ′ by (ii).
In particular, the morphisms to Y we have started with factor through a morphism
T ′ → Y . The latter is unique because η′ is schematically dominant in T ′ and Y is
X-separated.
It remains to prove parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma. Observe that the uniqueness
of T ′ and f asserted in (ii) implies e´tale-functoriality on X . Indeed, if X˜ → X is
e´tale, η˜, η˜′, T˜ , are the base changes, and T˜ ′ is the SLP assigned to X˜, T˜ , η˜, η˜′ by
(i), then T˜ ′ = T ′ ×X X˜. In particular, the assertion of the lemma is e´tale-local on
X , and we may therefore assume that X = Spec(A). Furthermore, it is sufficient
to consider a single point η′0 of η
′ and all connected components of T whose generic
points go to η′0. So, we may assume that η
′ itself is a point.
Let η1, . . . , ηr be the points of η. By Proposition 5.1.9, T is an affine SLP scheme.
So, T = Spec(
∏r
i=1Ri), where each Ri is a semi-local Pru¨fer ring with Frac(Ri) =
k(ηi). Recall that Ri = ∩
ni
j=1Rij , where each Rij is a valuation ring of k(ηi)
obtained by localizing Ri at a maximal ideal. Each intersection R
′
ij := Rij ∩ k(η
′)
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is a valuation ring of k(η′), hence R′ := ∩ijR′ij is a semi-local Pru¨fer ring with
fraction field k(η′) by [Bou72, Ch. VI, §7.1, Proposition1]. Note that R′ is the
intersection of k(η′) and
∏r
i=1 Ri in k(η) =
∏r
i=1 k(ηi). Thus, the homomorphism
A →
∏r
i=1Ri factors through R
′, and we obtain the required factorization of f
through T ′ = Spec(R′). Obviously, T ′ is uniquely determined by the two conditions:
T ′ is an affine SLP scheme with generic point η′, and the morphism T → T ′ is
surjective. 
Corollary 5.2.4. Let X be an algebraic space with Zariski points x ≺ η. Then
there exists a valuation space T with generic point η and a separated morphism
T → X that extends η → X and takes the closed point of T to x.
Proof. Pick an e´tale presentation X˜ → X and lift x and η to points x˜ ≺ η˜ of X˜.
By [Bou72, Ch. VI, §1.2, Theorem 1], there exists a valuation ring R of k(η˜) such
that η˜ → X˜ extends to a morphism T˜ = Spec(R) → X˜ taking the closed point to
x˜. We obtain a separated morphism f : T˜ → X , and by Lemma 5.2.3, f factors
through a morphism T → X , as required. 
5.2.5. Zariski-local valuative criterion of separatedness. Now, we are in a position
to prove a criterion of separatedness. Recall that all spaces are assumed to be
quasi-separated.
Proposition 5.2.6. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of algebraic spaces, and let C
be any of the following classes of SLP diagrams ρ = (ρX , ρY ) of f :
(1) all Zariski valuative diagrams of f ,
(2) all SLP diagrams of f ,
(3) all classical valuative diagrams of f .
Then f is separated if and only if for any ρ ∈ C, the morphism ρX : T → X admits
at most one lifting T → Y compatible with ρY : η → Y .
Proof. Let us prove the direct implications. It suffices to deal with (2) in this case.
Assume that ρ′ is an SLP diagram with two distinct liftings s′1, s
′
2 : T
′ → Y . Pick
an affine presentation g : T → T ′, and let η be the set of its generic points
η

// η′

// Y

T //
77
T ′ //
??
X
(1)
Since T → T ′ is a flat covering, the maps si = s′i ◦ g are distinct liftings T → Y .
Obviously, they remain distinct after restricting them onto the localization of T at
one of its closed points, but this contradicts the usual valuative criterion [LMB00,
Theorem 7.3, Proposition 7.8].
Now, let us prove the opposite implication; in this case (3) is the classical valu-
ative criterion [LMB00, Theorem 7.3, Proposition 7.8] and it suffices to prove (1)
since (2) is weaker. Assume, to the contrary, that f is not separated. By the
classical criterion, there exists a classical valuative diagram ρ such that there exist
two distinct liftings s1, s2 : T → Y , and k(η)/k(η′) is a finite separable extension,
where η′ → Y denotes the Zariski point ρY factors through. So, we get a pushout
datum η′ ← η →֒ T of separated Y ×X Y -schemes and by Lemma 5.2.3 there exists
a pushout T ′ = T
∐
η η
′ in the category of Y ×X Y -separated algebraic spaces. The
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projections p1,2 : T
′ → Y are different since their pullbacks to T are different, hence
the morphisms η′ →֒ Y and T ′ → X form a Zariski valuative diagram of f that
admits two different lifts T ′ → Y . 
Remark 5.2.7. Although the morphism T → Y ×X Y in the above proof was
separated by the construction, the morphism T → X could be non-separated.
In fact, it is not enough to consider only separated Zariski valuative diagrams in
Proposition 5.2.6(1). For example, this is the case when Y and X are valuation
spaces and f is a surjective non-separated morphism inducing an isomorphism of
generic points, e.g., take Y = X2 or Y = X3 in §5.1.3. On the positive side, we will
prove below that for separated morphisms one can test properness by using only
separated diagrams.
5.2.8. Zariski-local valuative criterion of universal closedness. By a semivaluation
of f : Y → X we mean any separated Zariski valuative diagram of f .
Proposition 5.2.9. Let f : Y → X be a separated quasi-compact morphism of
algebraic spaces and let C be any of the following classes of SLP diagrams ρ =
(ρX , ρY ) of f :
(1) all semivaluations of f ,
(2) all SLP diagrams of f ,
(3) all classical valuative diagrams of f .
Then f is universally closed if and only if for any ρ ∈ C, the morphism ρX : T → X
admits a lifting T → Y compatible with ρY : η → Y .
Proof. We use the same scheme as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6; in particular,
the reader can use diagram (1) for illustration. It suffices to deal with (2) for the
direct implications. Assume that ρ′ is an SLP diagram that does not admit liftings
T ′ → Y . Pick an affine presentation T → T ′, and let η be the set of its generic
points. We obtain a classical SLP diagram ρY : T → X , ρX : η → Y of f and by
Lemma 5.2.3(iii), the sets of liftings T → Y and T ′ → Y are naturally bijective. So,
T → X has no liftings to Y , and hence the same is true already for a localization of
T at one of its closed points. The latter contradicts the classical valuative criterion
[LMB00, Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 7.8].
To prove the inverse implication we note first that (3) is the classical criterion,
and (1) implies (2). Assume that f is not universally closed. By the classical
criterion, there exists a classical valuative diagram ρ that does not admit a lifting
T → Y . By Lemma 5.2.3, ρ factors through a separated Zariski SLP diagram
ρ′ such that T → T ′ is surjective. Then T ′ is a valuation space, hence ρ′ is a
semivaluation that does not admit a lifting T ′ → Y . 
Remark 5.2.10. (i) If X is separated in Proposition 5.2.9 then T is separated,
hence a valuation scheme. So, in this case we do not have to extend the usual class
of valuation spaces to achieve Zariski-locality.
(ii) On the other hand, it may happen for a separated f that the family of its
classical semivaluations is not large enough to test universal closedness or proper-
ness. For example, this is the case when X is the non-separated valuation space
from §5.1.3, and Y is its generic point
(iii) Although we have to consider non-separated valuation spaces, the condition
that T → X is separated ensures that they are “minimally” non-separated.
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5.2.11. Adic semivaluations. A separated SLP diagram ρ (see §5.2.8) is called adic
if its diagonal η → T ×X Y is a closed immersion. There is a natural way to assign
to any separated valuative diagram of f an adic one.
Lemma 5.2.12. Let T → X, η → Y be a separated valuative diagram of a separated
quasi-compact morphism Y → X. Then
(i) There exists a maximal pro-open subspace U ⊆ T such that the X-morphism
η → Y extends to an X-morphism i : U → Y . Furthermore, the extension
i is unique and the space U is quasi-compact.
(ii) Let η′ be the closed point of U and T ′ ⊆ T be the closure of η′ equipped with
the reduced subspace structure. Then T ′ → X, η′ → Y is an adic valuative
diagram.
Proof. (i) Uniqueness of i follows from the separatedness of the morphism Y → X .
Let U be the schematic image of the diagonal η → T ×X Y . Then U → T is a
pro-open immersion by condition (4) of Corollary 4.1.15, and the projection U → Y
cannot be extended to any larger pro-open subspace of T .
(ii) The diagonal η′ → T ′ ×X Y is the base change of the closed immersion
U → T ×X Y with respect to T ′ → T . So, (η′, T ′) → (Y,X) is an adic valuative
diagram. 
5.2.13. Adic valuative criterion of properness. We are now in a position to improve
the valuative criterion of properness to a criterion that uses only adic semivalua-
tions.
Theorem 5.2.14. Let f : Y → X be a separated morphism of finite type of qcqs
algebraic spaces. Then f is proper if and only if for any adic semivaluation ρ of f
the morphism T → X admits a unique lifting T → Y compatible with η → Y .
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.2.9 we shall only prove that if any adic semivaluation
admits a lifting then the same is true for an arbitrary semivaluation T → X , η → Y .
Let ρ′X : T
′ → X and ρ′Y : η
′ → Y be the adic valuative diagram associated to ρ by
Lemma 5.2.12. By Lemma 5.2.3, ρ′ factors through a semivaluation ρ′′X : T
′′ → X ,
ρ′′Y : η
′′ → Y , and it is easy to see that ρ′′ is also adic.
η
_

// Y

U
_

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
∐
η′
_

//? _oo
77
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
η′′
_

>>
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
T 55T ′?
_oo // T ′′ // X
A lifting T ′′ → Y exists by our assumptions, hence we obtain a lifting T ′ → T ′′ →
Y . The latter lifting and the morphism i : U → Y induce a morphism T → Y
because T ′
∐
η′ U→˜T by Proposition 4.3.11. Obviously, T → Y is an X-morphism
that extends η → Y , hence it is the required lifting, and we are done. 
Remark 5.2.15. By using Proposition 4.3.11 we invoke the results of [TT13a], but
this is done for the sake of convenience only. In fact, one can show that T ′
∐
η′ U→˜T
by a simple computation with presentations.
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5.2.16. Valuative obstacle for the existence of schematization. We proved in Propo-
sition 4.1.6 that any separated integral qcqs algebraic space X can be modified to a
scheme by a blow up X ′ → X . In general, non-separated valuation spaces provide
an obstacle for schematization.
Lemma 5.2.17. Let X be a qcqs algebraic space with an open subspace U . If there
exists a semivaluation ρU : η → U , ρX : T → X with a non-separated valuation
space T then for any U -admissible blow up X ′ → X the space X ′ is not a scheme.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2.9(2), there exists a lifting T → X ′. Thus, X ′ is not a
scheme, since otherwise T would be separated by Proposition 5.1.9(ii). 
Remark 5.2.18. (i) With some extra-work one can obtain an analogous relative
result on schematization of a morphism X → S whose restriction U → S onto an
open subspace is schematic. We prefer not to pursue this direction for the sake of
simplicity.
(ii) We will prove in [TT13b] that the converse of Lemma 5.2.17 holds true, thus
obtaining a criterion for existence of schematization. Roughly speaking, this means
that non-separated valuation spaces are the only obstacles for schematization.
(iii) An analogous obstruction based on non-separated valuation spaces was
(implicitly) used in [CT09]. The main results of [CT09] are that if k is a non-
archimedean field then: (i) any e´tale equivalence relation R ⇒ U on Berkovich
k-analytic spaces is effective whenever its diagonal is closed (and so U/R is a sepa-
rated analytic space), (ii) any separated algebraic space over k is analytifiable by a
k-analytic space (or a rigid space). In addition, it was shown by various examples
that the separatedness assumptions (including closedness of the diagonal) cannot
be ignored. The central mechanism of all those examples was a non-separated val-
uation space that obstructed analytification pretty similarly to the obstruction to
schematization in Lemma 5.2.17. Since it was implicit in [CT09], let us comment
this briefly. Example [CT09, Example 3.1.1] used valuations that correspond to
analytic but non-rigid points, so it could be naturally interpreted in the analytic
(but not rigid) geometry. Examples [CT09, Examples 5.1.3, 5.1.4] were based on
height two valuations that correspond to non-analytic adic Huber’s point, so they
could only be interpreted using the germ reduction functor or Huber’s adic spaces.
(iv) Let R ⇒ U be as in (iii). It seems probable that the existence of non-
separated semivaluations is the only obstacle for the quotient U/R to be effective,
but we did not try to check this. If true, this will also imply that if an algebraic
k-space X possesses a schematization then X also possesses an analytification. By
Chow’s lemma any separated X possesses a schematization, hence this would im-
prove the analytification criterion of [CT09], though would not provide a complete
criterion. Indeed, if X is obtained from an algebraic surface X by multiplying a
curve C →֒ X via a finite e´tale covering f : C → C then it is easy to see that
X admits a schematization if and only if f is a local isomorphism, i.e. C is a
disjoint union of copies of C. On the other hand, the argument of [CT09, Exam-
ple 3.1.1] shows that X admits an analytification if and only if the analytic covering
fan : Can → Can is a local isomorphism, which can freely happen even when f is
non-trivial.
5.2.19. Uniformizable SLP spaces. The following class of SLP’s will play an impor-
tant role in [TT13b]. We say that an SLP space X is uniformizable if the set η of
its generic points is open. This happens if and only if |X | \ η has no unbounded
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generalizing sequences x1 ≺ x2 ≺ . . . . Equivalently, any non-generic point of |X | is
a specialization of a codimension one point. Note that any SLP space has finitely
many such points. A typical example of a uniformizable SLP space is an SLP space
of finite height. Plainly, an SLP space is uniformizable if and only if one, and hence
any, of its e´tale coverings is so. An affine SLP space X = Spec(A) is uniformizable
if and only if there exists an element π ∈ A such that the localization Api coincides
with the total ring of fractions of A. In this case, Aω = Frac(A) if and only if ω
is contained in all prime ideals of height one. If, moreover, A is a valuation ring
then an element π as above is called a uniformizer (although, this contradicts the
classical terminology when A is a DVR). We will use uniformizable SLP spaces and
the following uniformizability criterion in [TT13b].
Lemma 5.2.20. Let f : Y → X be a finite type morphism of algebraic spaces, and
T → X, η → Y be an adic Zariski SLP diagram of f . Then T is uniformizable.
Proof. The schematically dominant pro-open immersion η → T is of finite type,
since η → Y ×X T → T are so. Hence it is open by Corollary 3.5.5(ii). 
Remark 5.2.21. (i) What we call here a uniformizable valuation ring A, i.e.,
Spec(A) is uniformizable, is sometimes called a microbial valuation ring, and a
uniformizer π ∈ A is sometimes called a microbe.
(ii) Note that π is a uniformizer if and only if ∩n∈N(πn) = 0. The (π)-adic
completion Â does not depend on the choice of a uniformizer π and it is the only
adic completion whose separated completion homomorphism A → Â is injective.
So, the only valuation rings that possess a reasonable completion theory are the
uniformizable valuation rings.
Appendix A. Approximation for pro-open immersions
The aim of the appendix is to show that if a pro-open subspace U is the inter-
section of open subspaces Uα then the usual approximation theory applies to the
limit U = limα Uα. This task is not so simple because the transition morphisms do
not have to be affine and it is even unclear whether there exists a cofinal subfamily
with affine transition morphisms.
A.1. Preparation. Note that in the following result it is not enough to assume
that f is of finite type as can be easily seen using examples from §3.3.3.
Proposition A.1.1. Assume that U, Y,X are qcqs algebraic spaces, j : U → Y
is a schematically dominant morphism, f : Y → X is a separated morphism such
that the composition i : U → X is a pro-open immersion, and one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) f is of finite presentation,
(ii) f is schematically dominant and of finite type.
Then, for a sufficiently small quasi-compact open neighborhood V ⊂ X of i(U), the
restriction f ×X V is an isomorphism.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.5.3 it suffices to show that the pro-open locus of
f contains i(U). After replacing X by a presentation we may assume that X is
a scheme. Choose a Zariski point u → U and set y = j(u), x = i(u), Xx =
Spec(OX,x), Yx = Y ×X Xx and Ux = U ×X Xx. We should prove that the
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morphism fx : Yx → Xx is an isomorphism. Note that Ux → Xx is a surjective pro-
open immersion by claims (i) and (iv) of Proposition 3.1.4, hence an isomorphism.
Hence fx is an isomorphism by the following lemma. 
Lemma A.1.2. Let π : Y → X be a separated morphism of qcqs algebraic spaces,
and s : X → Y a section of π. Then s is a closed immersion. In particular, if s is
schematically dominant then π and s are isomorphisms.
Proof. Note that s is the equalizer of the morphisms s ◦ π and idY . Indeed, any
morphism f : Z → Y with f = s ◦ π ◦ f factors as Z
pi◦f
→ X
s
→ Y , and this gives
rise to the identification X = Eq(s ◦ π, idY ). On the other hand, the equalizer
can be expressed as the base change of the morphism (s ◦ π, idY ) : Y → Y ×X Y
with respect to the diagonal ∆: Y → Y ×X Y . Since π is separated, ∆ is a closed
immersion, and hence s is so. 
A.2. Pro-open approximation. Now, we can extend the approximation theory
to pro-open immersions.
Theorem A.2.1. Assume that i : U → X is a schematically dominant pro-open
immersion of qcqs algebraic spaces, and {Uα}α∈A is the family of open qcqs sub-
spaces of X with |U | ⊂ |Uα|. Then,
(i) Uα are cofinal among the family {Yβ}β∈B of all strict U -quasi-modifications
of X.
(ii) All results of the classical approximation theory mentioned in §2.1.8 hold
true for the limit U = limα∈A Uα.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows from the definition of quasi-modifications, see §2.3.2.
Let us use it to prove assertion (ii). By Lemma 2.1.10, U is isomorphic to the
limit of a family {Zγ}γ∈C of X-separated X-spaces of finite type with affine and
schematically dominant transition morphisms. In particular, the projections U →
Zγ are schematically dominant, so each Zγ is a strict U -quasi-modification of X by
Proposition A.1.1(ii). By Lemma 2.1.11, any morphism U → Yβ factors through
some Zγ , so the family {Zγ} is cofinal in the family {Yβ}. The transition morphisms
in the former family are affine, so the classical approximation applies to it, and by
the cofinality of {Zγ} and {Uα} in {Yβ}, all approximation results apply also to
the families {Yβ}β∈B and {Uα}α∈A. 
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